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News
Aurealis Awards 2006 Winners have been announced, at the ceremony held on the Australia Day weekend.
Bill Congreve won the Peter McNamarra Convenors’ Award. Winning science fiction novel was K-Machines
by Damien Broderick, winning fantasy novel was Wildwood Dancing by Juliet Marillier, winning horror
novel was a tie between Prismatic by Edwina Grey and The Pilo Family Circus by Will Elliott.
For a complete listing of category winners see: http://www.fantasticqueensland.com/~aurealisawards/home.html
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows release date has been announced: 9.01 am (Sydney time) 21st July
2007. There will be simultaneous release of harcovers with adult and children’s covers, audio CD and a gift
pack. http://www.bloomsbury.com/harrypotter/def_text.asp?sec=4
Terry Pratchett’s Wee Free Men film rights has been bought by Sony, so expect a Hollywood film in a couple
of years.

Featured Books

Sergei Lukyanenko
Patricia Briggs
Jim Butcher
Jack Campbell
C J Cherryh
Mary Gentle
Terry Pratchett & Vadim Jean
Anne McCaffrey & Ann Elizabeth Scarborough
China Mieville
R A Salvatore
Jack Vance
David Weber
Dungeons & Dragons
Katharine Kerr

The Day Watch
Blood Bound
Proven Guilty
Fearless
Pretender
Ilario: The Lion's Eye
The Illustrated Hogfather Screenplay
Changelings
Un Lun Dun
The Highwayman
Lurulu
Old Soldiers
Dungeonscape
The Gold Falcon
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Author Visits
Elizabeth Moon will be visiting Infinitas. She will be travelling through Sydney after attend ing Swancon in
Perth. We have been corresponding via email with her and have arranged for a book signing on Thursday
evening 12th April. Book 4 in the Vatta’s War series, Command Decision, has a paperback release date the same
day as her visit. US hardcove rs will be available weeks earlier. Her previous book, Engaging the Enemy, was
our 3rd best seller for 2006, so we are expecting this to be a busy event for us.

Kelly Link and Gavin Grant dropped
into the shop on February 9th to sign
copies of Magic for Beginners, and The
Year’s Best Fantasy and Horror. They
kindly
provided
us
with
their
recommendations based upon their recent
reading. With their editors’ perspectives
and our booksellers’ we had a long chat
about industry dynamics and short stories.
Kelly reported the Aurealis Awards was a
great party. Kelly and Gavin co-edit with
Ellen Datlow the annual publication, The
Year's Best Fantasy & Horror.
Recommendations by Kelly Link
Joe Hill
Heart Shaped Box
Read the first few pages and see if you don’t want to read the best. His first collection is one of my very favourite books, and this
novel was unputdownable.
Geoff Ryman
Air
Funny, wrenching, character-driven, beautifully written science fiction which is not only a great book to read, but as great book to
give to friends who think that they don’t like science fiction.
Margo Lanagan
White Time
If you haven’t read Lanagan yet, then I envy you.
Jo Walton
Tooth and Claw
I’m a sucker for good dragon novels. Chalk it up to too much Anne McCaffrey as a kid. Temeraire by Naomi Novik is also fantastic.
Sean Tan
The Arrival
One of the best books I’ve read this year, if you can claim to have read something that has no words in it.
Elizabeth Knox
Dreamhunter
The first in a two book fantasy series by an author that I’ve loved for many years. This and the sequel, Dreamquake, ought to appeal
to both young adults and adult readers.
Diana Wynne Jones
Archer’s Goon
An absurd, sharp, and charming fantasy-sf hybrid that I reread every few years, along with Jones’s The Homeward Bounders and
Dogsbody and Fire and Hemlock.
Brian O’Malley
Scott Pilgrim Vs. The World
Second in a manga-style graphic series by a Canadian writer and artist. Funny and hip – we were given this by a bookseller who
guaranteed that we would love it. We did.

Recommendations by Gavin J. Grant
Kim Stanley Robinson’s Sixty Days and Counting is maybe the most optimistic book I’ve ever read and caps the series (Forty Days
of Rain, Fifty Degrees Below) in a way that makes you want to go back and read them again (or one of his other series...).
Guy Gavriel Kay is another author who often writes in series. His novel Ysabel however, stands alone, and is quite wonderful. Since
the main character is a 15-year-old boy some younger readers might enjoy it but there is more than enough mythic resonance for the
older reader.
Nalo Hopkinson
The New Moon’s Arms
Sassy and nearly-obnoxious, Calamity is just a great character. When she finds what may be a mer-boy on the beach all the people
she’s tried to forget come marching back into her life.
Julie Phillips
James Tiptree Jr.: The Double Life of Alice B. Sheldon
This is the stand out biography and portrait of the science fiction field in recent years. It is an absolute page turner.
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Reviews
Feel welcome to submit a book review for us to publish here. If you have read a book and have an opinion on it share it with the other readers in our
community. Also, in the shop we have several books for which we are seeking reviewers, and would exchange for a review. Ask us what is currently
in the review book pile.

RealmShift by Alan Baxter, reviewed by Chris Maric
http://www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9781411668621
In the last few years there has been an ever increasing interest in humanities faith and man’s relationship with religion. This has
become even more apparent with the plethora of books being published that deal with the subject. So much so that bookshops are now
creating new sections in their stores to accommodate them.
RealmShift, by Alan Baxter, is a novel that sits on the outer edge of the aforementioned genre and drops into the SF and Fantasy
genres to spice things up.
Essentially the story is based around Isiah, a once mortal man who has now become a kind of middleman between us mere mortals
and those that reside on the other side of the ‘RealmShift’. Be them angels, demons, gods or the Devil himself. Isiah is tasked with
guarding a very unsavoury member of the human race to his destiny in the deep South American jungle, for if he doesn’t succeed in
getting the mortal to achieve his predestined objective, a chain reaction will ensue ending in the downfall of mankind.
Essentially, what you have is a very fast paced action novel complete with supernatural skills, plenty of martial arts, colourful
characters and enough suspense to keep the pages turning into the small hours. However, besides the fantastic screenplay that this
novel could easily be adapted to, it’s the plot's underlying thread within the action that sets the story apart.
Isiah, being trapped as an immortal human in a kind of Highlander purgatory must learn to accept his place within the hierarchy and
come to believe that everything happens for a reason, whether it's good or bad. This also throws in a brain twisting little paradox –
with the central character at the mercy of the forces beyond the RealmShift, he learns more about the ‘system’ at work. However, as
he takes Samuel, the wickedly evil mortal (who is the crucible in the coming battle to save the world) across the globe to meet his
fate, he imparts certain knowledge about his own relationship to gods and religions. Everyone has the choice to believe in what they
wish and if enough people believe in something, it will come true. So the eternal conundrum, I believe, that RealmShift poses is that if
Humanity really is in charge of its own fate then it's completely up to us to do what we believe is right since we create everything
ourselves.
Without giving too much more away, RealmShift works brilliantly on all levels, as an action novel, as a divine expedition, as a dark
fantasy and as a great example of character development within the two key players.
It concludes with a feeling that you have reached the edge of a cliff in a speeding car and come to a direct stop just before the lip,
which is perfect as apparently a sequel will soon be on the way.

Service of the Sword edited by David Weber, reviewed by Garry Dalrymple
http://www.infinitas.com.au/Product.php?bar=9780743488365
Worlds of Honor #4, The Service of the Sword, is made up of six stories set in the Honor Harrington Universe and answers the
question of what is there left to write now that Midshipman Harrington has made it to the top of the Manticore Space Navy and the
‘Peeps’ Space war is at an end? It is the same problem faced by the author of the Flashman series of historical adventure stories,
where the available history to interpolate a character has run out.
Rather than a series of Star Trek books or Dr. Who New
Adventures, this thick volume of almost novel sized stories is about what may have been happening in the shadows cast by the
brilliant career of Lady and Stead holder Harrington.
Promised Land by Jane Lindskold (134 pages) is about an escape by the women of a Masadan underground that coincides with the
visit by a Manticore ship on a diplomatic mission featuring the Crown Prince of Manticore on his first naval posting. The escape is
lead by a Grayson girl who was captured during a Masadan pirate raid.
With One Stone by Timothy Zahn (135 pages)
A Ship named Francis by John Ringo and Victor Mitchell (25 pages) Is a story that could be set in any navy or armed forces, as in
Catch 22 there has to be somewhere to put the losers stuff ups and failures that military hierarchy cannot admit to, better to
concentrate them on one ‘bad boat’ than to spread the ill disciplined personel around the entire fleet.
Lets Go to Prague by John Ringo (66 pages) is a fun piece, two unconventional espionage operatives decide that it would be safer to
have a holiday behind Peeps lines posing as Peeps security types than to rest and recreate behind their own lines. Mistaken adventures
in pursuit of love and the inopportune defection of a Peeps Admiral make their holiday into an adventure.
Fanatic by Eric Flint (132 pages) is a ‘resistance’ story with the Fanatic in question applying his talents to subvert the system from
within in a way that the decent people who have made accommodation with the system are unable to detect until nearly the final scene
The Service of the Sword by David Weber (169 pages) This story of a first Grayson woman serving as a midshipman on a Manticore
ship is an indicator of where the Honor Harrington universe might go, non-ideological pirate forces prey on shipping as the Manticore
fleet is entering a post war decline, if you like, Space Opera business as usual.
In all the above six stories there is a pattern, basically decent people eventually win out against the bad guys, and good guys are where
you find them.
The Honor Harrington universe may be breaking free of its recycled Napoleonic drama basis to embrace the retelling of the classic war and resistance stories of all time periods?
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Information on the Infinitas Groups
New members always welcome at all the groups, if interested
just come along.

Expand your mind, Enter new worlds .

Infinitas Bookshop
Shop 22 Civic Arcade
48-50 George Street
Parramatta NSW 2150
ABN: 86 101 558 356

Ordering Information
Phone
Fax 1
Fax 2
Email

02 9633 5682
02 9687 0408
02 9651 1175
mailto:bookshop@infinitas.com.au

Postage & Packing

$5.00 per shipment of books to an
Australian address.
International freight will be quoted.

Opening Hours
Monday
9am to 5.30pm
Tuesday
9am to 5.30pm
Wednesday
9am to 5.30pm
Thursday
9am to 8pm
Friday
9am to 5.30pm
Saturday
9am to 2pm
Sundays & Public Holidays Closed

SF Discussion Group: Meets on the first Thursday of each
month (excluding January) at 6.30pm in the shop. A topic is
chosen each month by the attendees of the group for the
following meeting. Contact the shop for the next topic.
Always a lively discussion of science in the news, films,
books and ideas. See our website for more info. Newcomers
welcome.
Thursday 1st February:
Best and Worst of 2006
Thursday 1st March:
TBA
Review Group: The review group meets on the third
Thursday of each month at 6.30pm. Two books (usually one
science fiction, one fantasy) are chosen by group members for
each meeting with participants encouraged to have read at
least one prior to the meeting and bring their review/s along
for discussion. The discussion is generally serious and
insightful. All welcome.
Thursday February 16th :
Rhonda Thompson
Sean Williams
Thursday March 16th :
Mike Shepard
Christopher Paolini

The Dark One (F/H)
The Crooked Letter (F)
Kris Longknife (SF)
Eragon (F)

Writers’ Group: The group is for people who are currently
writing (or even trying to write) science fiction, fantasy and
horror related stories and pieces. If you think this might
describe you, and you’d like to get involved in a group with
others who understand what the genre is about, why not come
along. Meetings are the 3rd Saturday of each month. Check out
the website for more details.

Infinitas online http://www.infinitas.com.au
Rewards Scheme - Infinitas Guild
Become a member of the Infinitas Guild to receive invitations
to special Infinitas events, credits towards future purchases
and discounts from partners. To join, fill in a form in the shop
or on our website. Membership is free but valuable.
The monthly Infinitas newsletter is free and may be copied
and distributed freely for personal use. To receive a copy
automatically, please contact the shop or subscribe via the
website.

New Release Information
The books listed in this catalogue are listed to be released
during this month. All books listed are available for order. If
there is something that you want that you cannot find listed, or
is not in the shop, please ask us to order it for you.
Many books have more extensive information available on our
website.
Prices include GST and are correct at time of printing but may
change without notice.
Legend: PB = paperback, HC = hardcover, TP = trade
paperback, Cass = cassette, CD = CD, GN = Graphic Novel,
APB = mass market paperback, BPB = paperback approx
20cm x 13cm

Bestsellers for January
General Release
Pushing Ice
Alastair Reynolds
Plague of Memory
S L Viehl
Old Man’s War
John Scalzi
Sleeping With the Fishes
MaryJanice Davidson
Dark Side of the Moon
Sherrilyn Kenyon
Changelings
Anne McCaffrey & Elizabeth Ann Scarborough
Revelation Space
Alastair Reynolds
Off Armageddon Reef
David Weber
Hell To Pay
Simon R Green
Proven Guilty
Jim Butcher

Media and Games Related Titles
Exogenesis
Galaxy in Flames
Tempest
Surrender Your Dreams
The Fire and the Rose
Harm for the Holidays: Misgivings
Soul Drinkers Omnibus
Space Wolf: The First Omnibus
Sons of Fenris
False Gods
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Warhammer 40,000
Star Wars
Mechwarrior Dark Age
Star Trek Original Series
CSI Miami
Warhammer 40,000
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Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror
Jennifer Armintrout
Possession (Blood Ties 02)
When her new sire and lover, Nathan, becomes possessed by a soul eater and slaughters an innocent human, vampire Carrie must face her fears and
find him before the Voluntary Vampire Extinction Movement does. APB $17.95

Keri Arthur Australian Author
Kissing Sin (Riley Jenson Guardian 02)
In the sequel to Full Moon Rising, Riley Jenson--half-werewolf and half-vampire--joins forces with Kade, a sexy warrior, as they flee for their lives
from a new and deadly conspiracy aimed at creating the ultimate warrior. APB $17.95

Amanda Ashley
Dead Sexy
In order to stop a vicious killer preying on both humans and vampires alike, ex-vampire hunter Regan Delaney must align herself with a sensual
creature named Joaquin Santiago, who vows to vanquish the enemy while seducing her into his world. APB $17.95

Robert Asprin
Asprin Wars
In "The Cold Cash War," mercenary armies are involved in a corporate war, and in "The Bug War," a war is waged between the Tzen, a group of
warrior reptiles and their conquerers, the insects. HC $78

James Axler
Closing the Cosmic Eye (Outlanders 40)
When Gilgamesh Bates, an old adversary, gets his hands on an ancient doomsday device, Kane, Grant, Brigid, and Domi align themselves with
Bates's retired personal army of American commandos who, driven by hatred and revenge, will stop at nothing to destroy this preDark mogul.
APB $16.95

Kage Baker
Gods and Pawns: Stories of the Company (Company 08)
A collection of short fiction set in the universe of the Company chronicles the history and adventures of the organization and its operatives, in a
volume that includes the novella "To the Land Beyond the Sunset," in which Lewis and Mendoza investigate a mysterious tribe in Bolivia whose
members claim to be gods, as well as seven other pieces. HC $51.95

L A Banks
The Wicked (Vampire Huntress 07)
Damali's new marriage to Carlos confronts the ultimate stumbling block, the return of Eve's son, Cain, who has escaped his banishment to ascend his
father's throne to become the new Chairman of the Vampire Council and who is bringing together a powerful new army by resurrecting the deadly
Fallon Nuit. Reader's Guide included. TP $30.95

James Barclay
Shout for the Dead
In THE CRY OF THE NEWBORN we were introduced to four teenagers, each of whom had nature at their command. They became pawns in the
struggle of the Estorean empire to survive. Through them their world discovered magic and we were drawn into a superb new epic fantasy that, for
the first time, told the story of what happens when magic arrives in a previously non-magical world. Now ten years have passed and Estorea is
consumed by war and the four ascendents have chosen different sides in the conflict. As the armies muster and the final conflict draws close. the
ascendents are only now coming to their full power and soon summoned armies of the dead will march against the living. This is epic fantasy full of
fallible characters, political machinations, betrayal and bloody battles. It combines vivid storytelling with an original theme in a popular sub-genre
and shows Barclay to be a writer who is getting better with every book and who is truly comfortable with epic scale. HC $55 TP $32.95

Toby Bishop
Airs Beneath the Moon
When Larkyn Hamley, a young farm girl, rescues a newborn foal, one of the prized winged horses of the Duchy of Oc, from certain death, the young
horse bonds with her, and she is sent to the Academy of the Air to be trained with the horse, only to confront the taunts and cruelty of the high-born
girls already there. APB $17.95

Ben Bova
The Sam Gunn Omnibus
An omnibus anthology brings together the complete adventures of Sam Gunn, a visionary astronaut, scoundrel, and venture capitalist, as he comes to
the aid of twin sisters trapped in the "virtual sex" trade, prepares to sue the Pope, and goes on trial for his life on charges of interplanetary genocide,
in a volume that includes three tales never-before-collected in book form. HC $60

Patricia Briggs
Blood Bound (Mercy Thompson 02)
Mechanic Mercy Thompson repays a favor by using her shapeshifting abilities to protect her vampire friend Stefan when he must deliver a message
to another of his kind who is possessed by a vengeful demon. APB $19.95

David Brin
Earth
Fifty years in the future, scientists race against time to mend a black hole in the Earth's core before it destroys the entire planet within two years.
APB $18.95

Meljean Brook
Demon Angel
When an unholy, evil threat is unleashed in modern-day San Francisco, Hugh Castleford, a former knight turned Guardian, is forced into an uneasy
alliance with the beautiful and seductive half-demon, half-human Lilith, an alliance that unites them both in a passion that has been too long denied.
APB $19.95
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Chris Bunch
Dog From Hell (Star Risk 04)
Fourth in the explosive new series that goes beyond the 'A-Team' - and beyond the stars. While escorting a group of privileged and wild girls from a
finishing school on Earth to one of the luxury worlds, the Star Risk Ltd. team crosses paths with Cerebus Systems - a huge, much-feared security
firm that destroys its competition without a second thought. Cerebus has just put Star Risk, Ltd. at the top of their enemies list - but if the Star Risk
operatives have anything to say about it, this is one hostile takeover that could put Cerebus's accounts deep in the red. APB $19.95

Edgar Rice Burroughs
A Princess of Mars
John Carter, a Virginia gentleman, finds himself mysteriously transported from Civil War-era America to the planet Mars, where he plots, along with
fellow prisoner Dejah Thoris, the lovely Princess of Thelium, to escape from his savage green captors. BPB $21.95

Louisa Burton
House of Dark Delights
The home to mysterious immortal creatures intent on fulfilling their visitors' secret fantasies while ensuring their own gratification, the Castle of the
Hidden Grotto can only be reached by making one's way along an unmarked path through miles of primordial forests and gorges and forms the
backdrop to a trio of interwoven erotic tales. TP $26.95

Jim Butcher
Proven Guilty (Dresden Files 08)
The only wizard in the Chicago phone book, Harry is given the task of investigating rumors of black magic in the Windy City, while, at the same
time, searching for some malevolent entities that feed on fear who have been set loose on Chicago. APB $19.95

Jack Campbell
Fearless (Lost Fleet 02)
To ward off an attack by the Syndics, Geary orders the fleet to the Sancere system where they engage in combat, which takes its toll on the officers
and crew of the Alliance, prompting a mutiny that divides them--and makes them an easy target. APB $19.95

Philip Caveney
Sebastian Darke
Sebastian Darke has the world on his narrow shoulders. The son a human father and an elvish mother, he is desperately trying to become the family
breadwinner as a jester and self-styled "Prince of Fools". Trouble is, Sebastian can't tell a joke to save his life!
He decides his best chance of making his fortune will be to offer his services to the King and he embarks on a journey across the kingdom to the
fabled city of Keladon to try his luck.
He is accompanied by his faithful companion Max, a shaggy, sarcastic, talking 'buffalope', excellent company if not for his constant chatter and
complaining, and along the way he meets Cornelius, an unlikely pint-size warrior who could give Zorro a run for his money.
Together they inadvertently save the beautiful and captivating Princess Kerin from the blood-thristy Brigands, so when they finally reach Keladon,
Sebastian, Cornelius and Max are showered with rewards. But while Sebastian relaxes into the good life, Cornelius follows up on his fishy
suspicions and our heroes find themselves in the midst of a sinister plot to dispose of Princess Kerin and take over the kingdom.
Did King Septimus really conspire to kidnap his own niece? Will Princess Kerin be sold into hard labour at the Brigandian slave markets? Will
Sebastian escape from the dungeon prison in time to save his friends? And how does the almighty God of the Buffalopes, Colin, play a role in the
final thrilling chapters. TP $24.95

Kylie Chan Australian Author
Red Phoenix (Dark Heavens 02)
IMMORTALS, MARTIAL ARTS, GODS and DEMONS The intrigue deepens as the demon threat closes around mortals and gods alike... When
Emma Donahoe took the position of nanny to John Chen's daughter Simone, she never expected to be caring for the child of a Chinese god, and she
didn't expect that demons would want him dead. Nor has moving from nanny to partner in his heavenly realm made Emma's life any easier. Now a
powerful race of demons has been created to hunt her and her family from Hong Kong to Europe. And she and Simone have become targets &ndash;
pawns to be used in a deadly celestial power play. APB $20.99

C J Cherryh
Pretender (Foreigner 08)
After making planetfall on the world of Mosphiera, Bren and Ilisidi meet Lord Tatiseigi, an old ally and, while protecting Tibini's son and heir, find
themselves in the middle of a civil war led by Lord Murini. APB $19.95

Deliverer (Foreigner 09)
While the world of the atevi fragments into two antagonistic political camps, eight-year-old Cajeiri, the heir of Tabini-aiji--and the first atevi to have
an understanding of the humans--becomes a target for those who oppose his father's rule. HC $52.95

David B Coe
Shapers of the Darkness (Winds of the Forelands 04)
A fourth installment of the series that began with Rules of Ascension finds the Forelands torn by war, a situation that forces Eandi masters to look
beyond past differences to make key alliances and Eandi prince Tavis to journey with Qirsi shaper Grinsa on a shared quest to save their beloved
land. APB $19.95

Glen Cook
Lord of the Silent Kingdom (Instrumentalities of the Night 02)
A survivor of a battle with the Instrumentalities, the former Else Tage, now known as Piper Hecht, is now a captain-general of the armies of
Patriarch Sublime V and sets out to enlist the assistance of legendary sorcerer Cloven Februaren in the battle against the dynastic politics of the
Empire and the machinations of the old gods, in the sequel to The Tyranny of the Night. HC $56.95

Elaine Cunningham
Shadows in the Starlight (Changeling Detective)
Losing her position with the Providence vice squad after a bust goes bad, GiGi Gelman starts her own private investigation business, is tempted by
the devilish Ian Forest to investigate the mystery of her lineage, and is called upon to help an adversary locate his missing wife and son. By the
author of Shadows in the Darkness. APB $17.95
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M F W Curren
The Secret War
For thousands of years a secret war has been fought between Heaven and Hell. Daemons and angels, vampyres and knights, clash for the future of
mankind, and as the two sides wage war across the world, innocent people are caught up in the conflict – men like Captain William Saxon and
Lieutenant Kieran Harte, two great friends who have recently survived the horrors of the Battle of Waterloo.
But now they face a greater struggle, against the daemonic forces of Count Ordrane, and the clandestine ambitions of the Vatican. They must try to
survive assassination attempts, political machinations, epic battles on land and sea, and above all the power of a mysterious bronze pyramid – the
Scarimadean – that brings everlasting damnation too all who come into contact with it.
Their only allies are an old man, a fading secret organisation in the Church, and an enigmatic warrior, who may hold the key not only to the friends
fates, but to the fate of all mankind. The year is 1815, when angels and daemons walked our streets... HC $45

James F David
Judgement Day
Given a divine interstellar engine capable of transporting people to other worlds, Ira Breitling flees the Earth along with his remaining fellow
followers of God in order to establish an uncorrupted planet far from the reaches of the powerful dark lord, Manuel Crow. APB $19.95

Charles de Lint
Memory & Dreams
From her mentor, Vincent Rushkin, Isabell Copley had learned to paint vivid images of creatures that literally come to life, a talent that had led to
unexpected tragedy, but years after these creatures have ruined her life, Isabelle returns to painting, haunted by memories, dreams, and the threat of
her mentor's return. TP $32.95

Mark del Franco
Unshapely Things
When a serial killer targets fairy prostitutes in a Boston neighborhood known as the Weird, Connor Grey, a crippled druid and former Guild
detective, discovers that the killings are part of an ancient magical ritual that could bring about the apocalypse. APB $19.95

Philip K Dick
Our Friends From Frolix 8
For all the strange worlds borne of his vast and vivid imagination, Philip K Dick was most concerned with humanity's heartaches and struggles. In
OUR FRIENDS FROM FROLIX 8, he clashes private dreams against public battles in a fast-paced and provocative tale that ultimately addresses our
salvation both as individuals and a whole. Nick Appleton is a menial laborer whose life is a series of endless frustrations. Willis Gram is the despotic
oligarch of a planet ruled by big-brained elites. When they both fall in love with Charlotte Boyer, a feisty black marketer of revolutionary
propaganda, Nick seems destined for doom. But everything takes a decidedly unpredictable turn when the revolution's leader, Thors Provoni, returns
from ten years of intergalactic hiding with a ninety-ton protoplasmic slime that is bent on creating a new world order. PB $22.95

Voices from the Street
In 1950s Oakland, California, Stuart Hadley, a young radio electronics salesman, risks his perfect life--a nice house, pretty wife, and decent job--as
his growing anger, anxiety, and fear, and his resulting quest to fill the void with drinking, sex, and religious fanaticism threatens everything around
him, in the first edition of a previously unpublished novel by the author of Blade Runner. HC $51.95

Ian Douglas
Star Marines (Legacy Trilogy 03)
In the conclusion of The Legacy Trilogy, the Marine Interstellar Expeditionary Unit under the leadership of Brigadier General Garroway confronts
their ultimate challenge in the defense of their homeworld against the depredations of the Xul, with the help of a powerful new attack technology and
the intervention of a mysterious ally race that once inhabited Earth. APB $19.95

Kate Douglas
Wolf Tales III
Returning to the world of the Chanku, a powerful--and sensually gifted--race of shapeshifters, this passionate story follows Shannon Murphy, who,
tired of her many lovers, finds a new challenge in Jacob Trent, a dangerous man who had been exiled from the pack after he tried to seduce his
Alpha's woman. TP $26.95

Dave Duncan
Children of Chaos
Fifteen years after they are forcibly taken from their city ruler father in order to save their people from the tyrannical Bloodlord, the four separated
Florengian siblings learn that one of them is to be set up as their home city's puppet ruler while the other three will be condemned to death.
APB $19.95

Minister Faust
From the Notebooks of Dr Brain
After defeating all of their enemies in a global battle in the 1980s, the Fantastic Order of Justice, Earth's most powerful--and dysfunctional--team of
super heroes, finds itself adrift in a peaceful world without super villains and without purpose, until Dr. Evan Brain-Silverman is enlisted to help
save them from themselves. TP $28.95

B H Fingerman
Bottomfeeder
Trapped in a dead-end job, Philip finds his life taking a most unusual detour after he tangles with a vampire and finds himself trying to maintain
some kind of normal life as his bloodlust drives him to hunt for prey, in a debut prose novel by the creator of the comic book series Minimum Wage.
TP $26.95

Eliot Fintushel
Breakfast with the Ones You Love
A sixteen-year-old runaway with a talent for killing people without touching them, Lea Tillem finds her life complicated by job offers from the
Russian Mafia, a strangely behaving landlady, and her boyfriend, "the Yid," a loner constructing a shrine on the roof of an abandoned building in
order to summon a spaceship to carry the Chosen to the Promised Land. TP $24.95
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Celia Friedman
Black Sun Rising (Coldfire 01)
Over a millennium ago, Erna, a seismically active yet beautiful world was settled by colonists from far-distant Earth. But the seemingly habitable
planet was fraught with perils no one could have foretold, and the colonists found themselves caught in a desperate battle for survival against the fae,
a terrifying natural force with the power to prey upon the human mind itself, drawing forth images from a person's worst nightmare or most treasured
dreams and indiscriminately giving them life. Twelve centuries after fate first stranded the colonists on Erna, mankind has achieved an uneasy
stalemate, and human sorcerers manipulate the fae for their own profit, little realising that demonic forces which feed upon such efforts are rapidly
gaining in strength. Now, as the hordes of the dark fae multiply, four people - Priest, Adept, Apprentice and Sorcerer - are about to be drawn
inexorably together for a mission which will force them to confront an evil beyond their imagining. BPB $20.95

When True Night Falls (Coldfire 02)
Warrior priest Damien Vryce and immortal sorcerer Gerald Tarrant reunite in an uneasy alliance to combat an evil that threatens the delicate stability
of life on Erna, where the mysterious force known as the fae conjures monsters from the stuff of dreams. This sequel to Black Sun Rising secures
Friedman's reputation both as a gifted storyteller and an innovative creator. BPB $20.95

Crown of Shadows (Coldfire 03)
Despite opposition by his Patriarch, warrior priest Damien Vryce again seeks the assistance of the immortal sorcerer Gerald Tarrant. While racing
against time to prevent the enslavement of their world, the two men find themselves trapped between justice and retribution. Betrayal and loyalty
assume ironic forms in this conclusion to Friedman's complex and compelling Cold Fire Trilogy. The richly detailed setting and strong supporting
characters give substance to a tale that explores the consequences of embracing evil in the hope of achieving its redemption. BPB $20.95

Mary Gentle
Ilario: The Lion's Eye (Ash Prequel)
Ilario is born hermaphrodite, a true genetic chimera. Found abandoned on the steps of a chapel of the Green Christ, in one of the minor Iberian
kingdoms, on a freezing snowy night, Ilario is fostered by Federico, an impoverished Iberian noble, who plans to gift Ilario to the king, hoping to
gain favour at court. At the age of 15, Ilario joins King Roderigo as the King's Freak, but while learning the ways of the court, Illario has another
lesson to study: abandonment and betrayal. For Rosamunda, Ilario's birth mother, has arrived - and the secret of Ilario's shameful birth must be kept
hidden, lest the resulting scandal ruin Rosamunda's husband, Videric, the king's most powerful advisor. When Ilario is freed by the king, he/she is
summoned by Rosamunda. And when her attempt to murder her child fails, Rosamunda whispers 'Run'. And Ilario does ... across the Mediterranean,
to Carthage. TP $39.95 HC $59.95

Michael Gerber
The Chronicles of Blarnia
The man behind the bestselling Barry Trotter novels turns his shamelessly warped mind to parodying the much loved Chronicles of Narnia.
PB $19.95

Christopher Golden
The Myth Hunters (Veil 01)
A mysterious land in which the myths and legends of Earth actually come to life and the people who have vanished from our world continue to exist
is slowly vanishing as our cities expand and the wilderness is consumed, and sends the legendary Jack Frost through the veil that separates the two
worlds to enlist the help of Oliver Bascombe to heal both realities. APB $17.95

L A Graf
Phobos Rising (Living Mars)
When colonists from Earth accidentally awaken a longdead Martian civilization in the year 2351, they inadvertently set in motion a program to
restore the planet's deadly sulfurous environment, a situation that enables the return of hostile native Martians from their hibernating nests on the
moon of Phobos. TP $30.95

Chris Marie Green
Night Rising (Vampire Babylon 01)
A first installment of a new trilogy finds stuntwoman Dawn Madison reluctantly joining her estranged father's investigation into the sighting of a
supposedly dead child star, an endeavor for which she relocates to Hollywood and discovers an erotic underground coven of vampires. TP $26.95

Matthew Scott Hansen
The Shadowkiller
A suspenseful, tongue-in-cheek adventure inspired by Bigfoot mythology traces the experiences of a hairy monster that stalks its woodland home and
wreaks bloody havoc on unsuspecting campers in its quest for apocalyptic destruction. By the co-author of It's in the Book, Bob! MP3 CD $60

M John Harrison
Nova Swing
It is some time after Ed Chianese's trip into the Kefahuchi Tract. A major industry of the Halo is now tourism. The Tract has begun to expand and
change, but, more problematically, parts of it have also begun to fall to earth, piecemeal, on the Beach planets. We are in a city called Raintown,
perhaps on New Venusport or Motel Splendido: next to the city is the event site, the zone, from which pour new, inexplicable artefacts, organisms
and escapes of living algorithm - the wrong physics loose in the universe. They can cause plague and change. An entire department of the local
police, Site Crime, exists to stop them being imported into the city by adventurers, entradistas and the men known as 'travel agents', profiteers who
can manage - or think they can manage - the bad physics, skewed geographies and psychic onslaughts of the event site. But now a new class of semibiological artefact is finding its way out of the site and this may be more than anyone can handle. HC $55 TP $32.95

Morgan Hawke
Kiss of the Wolf
While on a mission through the Carpathian Mountains, Thorn Ferrell, a beautiful werewolf, finds her equal in a vampire who, armed with power, a
carnal appetite, and sensual skills, has an unquenchable thirst for her after one passionate encounter. TP $26.95

Robert A Heinlein
Rocket Ship Galileo
Three high school students join forces with an older nuclear physicist to develop their own atomic rocket, solve their own space problems, and blast
off for the moon in spite of a series of mysterious setbacks, in a new edition of the classic science fiction novel, first published in 1947, by the Hugo
and Nebula Award-winning author. Read by Spider Robinson. MP3 CD $60
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Robert A Heinlein
Starship Troopers
In a futuristic military adventure, a recruit goes through the roughest boot camp in the universe, and he prepares for battle with the Terran Mobile
Infantry in what historians would come to call the First Interstellar War against humankind's most terrifying enemy. CD $51.95

Amanda Hemingway
The Poisoned Crown (Sangreal 03)
Bartlemy Goodman is approximately 1500 years old. An albino of Greek parentage he was born in Byzantium amidst the decline of the Roman
Empire and now resides in the village of Thornyhill, England with his dog, Hoover. Bartlemy is one of the Gifted. But long experience has taught
him the perils of the power of the witch-kind and so throughout the ages has channelled his considerable talents into cooking, his culinary prowess
becoming the stuff of legend: he worked for the Borgias, was among the first to discover chocolate and even taught the likes of Escoffier. On a warm
evening in 1991 a young homeless woman holding a baby turns up on Bartlemy's doorstep and he senses destiny at work. The woman's name is
Annie Ward and her son, Nathan, is an exceptional child as Annie cannot account for his conception. Her husband Daniel died in a car accident so
Nathan cannot be his. Soon Bartlemy comes to believe that the boy was created beyond the Gate of Death by a superior being for a special purpose,
one that may threaten all of witch-kind and that it is his job to protect him. Whilst Nathan grows and Bartlemy continues to watch over the small
family, strange occurrences begin to plague the village. The Thorn family, who gave their name to the village have lived close by since pre-Christian
times, were once the guardians of a strange cup of greenish stone and set with jewels. When it was lost; sold to a Jewish collector in Austria by the
black sheep of the family who absconded with it in the 1920's, the family's fortune soon followed suit. Rumoured to have been stolen by the Nazis
during the war it has now turned up at Sotheby's and the last of the Thorns is determined to get it back by proving the original sale false. Bartlemy
joins his friend, Rowena Thorn, in her campaign. But the matter becomes complicated and sinister when Nathan discovers the body of the Austrian
owner in the wood nearby and begins to experience disturbing visions involving the cup itself. TP $29.99

Barb & J C Hendee
Traitor to the Blood (Dhampir 04)
The fourth instalment of this powerful new fantasy adventure series with appeal to fans of both Tolkien and Buffy. Born a half-breed to an elven
mother and human father, Leesil was raised in the Warlands as an assassin, spy, and slave for Lord Darmouth, ruler of an independent province. But
Leesil's mother trained him well, and he used his skills to escape, leaving his parents to suffer Darmouth's wrath for all such traitors and their kin.
Now with newfound purpose in the company of his beloved Magiere, Leesil returns to confront the sins of his past and uncover his parents' fate.
Unable to turn him from this dangerous course, Magiere follows Leesil into the darkness of his past in the Warlands. Knowing what may happen
should Darmouth learn of Leesil's return, she is prepared to slaughter any who try to take him from her. But Magiere's own past may well pose a
more deadly threat. Two creatures of unfathomable power continue to stalk her - one who believes she's the key to his salvation, and one who seeks
to destroy her... and all those she loves. APB $19.95

Tracy Hickman & Laura Hickman
Mystic Empire (Bronze Canticles 03)
A final installment of the series that began with Mystic Warrior and Mystic Quest finds Theona, a powerless member of an otherwise magical
family; Arryk, a rebellious son from a faery kingdom; and Lunid, a hobgoblin academic, endeavoring to breach the barriers between their kingdoms.
APB $18.95

Joe Hill
Heart-Shaped Box
A collector of obscure and macabre artifacts, from a cannibal cookbook to a used hangman's noose, unscrupulous metal band musician Judas Coyne
is unable to resist purchasing a ghost over the Internet, which turns out to be the vengeful spirit of his late girlfriend's stepfather. HC $51.95 CD $78

James P Hogan
Echoes of an Alien Sky
Eighteen years after the first manned mission from Venus lands on an Earth that had become extinct eons before, Kyal Reen, a member of the
Venusian scientific and archaeological team, struggles to reconstruct the ancient history of the mysterious long-lost Terrans, working with a biologist
named Lorili, who hopes to prove a relationship between the inhabitants of the two planets. HC $49.95

Tanya Huff
Smoke and Shadows (Smoke)
SMOKE AND MIRRORS is the second in Tanya Huff's new series about Tony, a former street-kid, rescued by vampire Henry Fitzroy. Tony has
moved out of Fitzroy's home and is now working as a production assistant on TV show 'Darkest Night' - ironically, a fictional show about a vampire
detective. The action centres around the filming of a haunted house story - unfortunately in an actual haunted house. When one of the crew is injured,
the malevolent spirits in the house come to life. All doors shut at dusk and the deaths of the spirits' victims are replayed again and again. The pattern
follows a grisly theme of murder, then suicide, and each one of the multiple deaths is a story in itself. The cast will be set free - if they can survive
the night. Tony becomes the focus of suspicion as he is the only one who can both see and communicate with the ghosts, as he tries to manage his
burgeoning wizardly powers. APB $19.95

Alexandra Ivy
When Darkness Comes
When it is revealed that she is the Chalice, a mortal woman chosen to hold back the darkness, Abby Barlow is plunged into an epic battle between
good and evil where her only hope for salvation is a seductive vampire named Dante. APB $17.95

Guy Gavriel Kay
Ysabel
While his famed photographer father works to record Saint-Saveur Cathedral of Aix-en-Provence, Ned Marriner wanders the halls and rooms of the
ancient structure, uncovering some of the many secrets of the monument and discovering that it is not as empty as it appears. By the author of The
Last Light of the Sun. HC $51.95

Brian Keene
Ghoul
In 1984, Timmy Graco and his friends find their summer vacation plagued by terror, adventure, and evil when they stumble upon a nightmarish
creature eating the dead in a local cemetery, who then starts attacking the living, forcing them to take action. APB $19.95
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Katharine Kerr
The Gold Falcon (Dragon Mage 04)
The powerful dweomermaster Nevyn has been reincarnated, but young Neb knows nothing of his previous life. Orphaned following a cholera
epidemic, Neb and his younger brother arrive at the desolate farm of their last living relative and soon learn that a worse plague lurks beyond the
western border of Deverry. The savage Horsekin tribes, spurred on by their new goddess, Alshandra, are raiding the villages and taking slaves as the
first step in their plans to destroy both the nomadic Westfolk and the Deverrian farmers. Neb finds love and danger as he and his soulmate Branna
are drawn inexorably into a war for the survival of the kingdom itself. Although they have powerful allies in the Westfolk dweomermasters
Dallandra and Salamander, they are also facing mighty enemies, enemies that they have fought before in the past lives that they no longer
remember... Intricately interweaving human and elvish history over several hundred years, Katharine Kerr's enthralling and moving tale of
extraordinary characters living their many lives through exceptional times is epic fantasy on truly a grand scale. APB $20.99

Jackie Kessler
Hell's Belles
Forced to live as a mortal when Hell puts a price on her head, Jezebel, a once-powerful succubus, becomes an exotic dancer in New York City,
where she falls in love with one of her clients while trying to elude the demons who are hot on her trail. TP $30.95

Elizabeth Knox
Dreamquake
The horror of the Rainbow Opera riot is the talk of Southland. Dreamhunter Grace Tiebold's reputation is in tatters and her niece Laura Hame is in
hiding. But the nightmare has only just begun. Rumours about the government's torture of prisoners have been buried, and corrupt minister Cas
Doran is free to take his plans to shocking heights. For at a secret depot deep within the Place, a new, terrifying dream has been unearthed – waiting
to wreak havoc on the country and give Cas Doran ultimate power. Laura and Rose know they must stop him, but in doing so they start a chain of
events that could shake dreamhunting to its knees and blow open the deepest mysteries of the Place ... The explosive and captivating sequel to
DREAMHUNTER. BPB $24.95

Dean Koontz
Darkfall
A city, gripped by a harsh winter, is terrorized by an exceedingly violent murderer who kills four people over four days and presents an unusually
difficult case to authorities. APB $19.95

Icebound
A compelling thriller of wintery chills, set in the Artic icefields. A widespread drought is causing murderous famine. There is one possible solution:
Arctic ice could be moved south to parched coastlines and melted for water. In an Arctic icefield, a special team of scientists has planted bombs that
will detonate automatically at midnight to break away some of the ice. Before they withdraw to the safety of their base camp, a shattering tidal wave
breaks loose the ice on which they are working. Now they are marooned on an iceberg during the worst winter storm of the decade. The bombs in the
ice beneath them are buried irretrievably deep...and ticking. Abruptly thrown into a desperate struggle for survival, the scientists are plagued by the
discovery that one of them is a ruthless killer on a strange mission of his own... APB $19.95

Mercedes Lackey & Roberta Gellis
By Slanderous Tongues Sceptre'd Isle
In the epic sequel to Ill Met by Moonlight, in the wake of Henry VIII's death, a young Princess Elizabeth is confronted by enemies--both human and
supernatural--who will do anything to keep her from the throne of England. HC $52.95

Michael Laimo
Dead Souls
Inheriting a rundown farmhouse in Maine, eighteen-year-old Johnny Petrie sees this as a means of escape from his hellish home life, but soon finds
his new living situation far worse when the spirit of its former owner intends to use him as a sacrifice in a perverse ritual of sadism and savagery.
APB $17.95

Keith Laumer
The Long Twilight and Other Stories
Two full-length classic novels--The Long Twilight, in which long-time enemies Grayle and Falconer meet in a final confrontation that threatens the
very existence of Earth, and Night of Delusion, in which a detective's investigation alters the very fabric of reality--come together in a volume that
includes three other short novels. TP $28.95

Christopher Lehmann-Haupt
The Mad Cook of Pymantuning
While working as a camp counselor, teenager Jerry Muller finds himself attracted to an unavailable girl, learns a shocking truth about his friend's
sexuality, and becomes involved in the dangerous games of a psychopathic peer. APB $17.95

Edward M Lerner
Moonstruck
Assigned to be the liaison between Earth and the aliens in a gigantic starship who claim to represent a federation of intelligent races, Kyle Gustafson
begins to become suspicious about the aliens' peaceful intentions and joins forces with an alien ally, regarded as a freak among her own kind, to stop
a potential conspiracy. APB $19.95

Paul Levinson
The Plot to Save Socrates
Reading a new Socratic dialogue that reflects a time traveler's argument with the great philosopher that he can escape death by traveling to the future,
graduate student Sierra is astonished when the elderly scholar who showed her the document disappears, an event that prompts her search for
answers through time with the help of her boyfriend, Max. TP $30.95

Marjorie M Liu
The Red Heart of Jade
While investigating several murders in Taipei, Dean Campbell, an ex-cop and a clairvoyant who works for a global agency that protects humankind,
encounters Mirabelle Lee, the childhood sweetheart he believed to be dead, and finds an ally in a war against the evil ancient immortals. APB $17.95
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Kelly Link
Magic For Beginners *signed copies available
In this dazzling collection, prize winning short story writer Kelly Link takes the ordinary and makes it strange and the strange and makes it ordinary.
Engaging, funny, eerie and magical, these nine stories prove Link to be an original and important talent. Of all the books you read this year, this will
be the one that you remember. Taking themes from horror and fantasy, these stories transform them into the stuff of delicate lyrical fantasy, with a
distinctive and effervescent blend of humour and pathos. In 'Stone Animals', a middle–class family moves from Manhattan to a beautiful house in the
suburbs. Almost immediately, their belongings become haunted, and they are increasingly unnerved by the growing hordes of rabbits that camp out
nightly on the front lawn. The title story follows a group of adolescent schoolfriends whose experiences subtly parallel events in a surreal TV fantasy
series which switches channels and times at whim. In 'The Hortlak', an all–night convenience store serves zombies as an experiment in retail; while
'The Faery Handbag' features a village which takes refuge from time to time in a magical handbag. Bold, tender, mischievous and unsettling, Link's
stories have the inisistent quality of dreams and show a writer at the height of her powers. BPB $22.95

Sergei Lukyanenko
The Day Watch (Night Watch 02)
Alice, a young but powerful Dark Other, leaves her house to attend a meeting with her comrades in the Day Watch. The team is on a mission to
apprehend an uninitiated Other, a practicing Dark witch who has so far eluded the bureaux responsible for finding and initiating unlicensed
practitioners of magic. It seems a routine operation. But when they arrive, the Night Watch team has already made the arrest. A fierce battle ensues,
during which Alice almost dies. Drained of her powers, she is sent to recuperate at a youth camp near the Black Sea. There she meets Igor; the
chemistry between them is instant and irresistible, as Alice finds herself falling in love. But then comes the shattering realisation: Igor is a Light
Mage. Suddenly Alice remembers him as one of those involved in the battle that left her crippled. Had they known each other for what they were, the
idea that there might be anything between them would have seemed impossible. But now that they know, there is no alternative to a magical duel, a
battle that neither of them wants to win. TP $32.95

Kinley MacGregor
Knight of Darkness (Lords of Avalon)
For countless centuries, I've been the assassin for the infamous Merlin, even though the woman who birthed me sits at the right hand of our enemy,
Morgen le Fey. Now both my mother and Morgen have decided that it's time I take my place on their side of this conflict. Normally, telling them no
wouldn't be a problem, except for the fact that the good guys I protect think that I'm an even worse demon than the ones we fight. Hmm, maybe
they're right. I have to say that I do enjoy maiming anyone who gets in my way. At least until my mother gives me a simple choice: join Morgen's
Circle of the Damned or see an innocent woman die. I'm all for saving the innocent, but Merewyn isn't as innocent as she seems. And she's none too
fond of the fact that her fate is in my dubious hands. Personally I'm all for taking the easy way out, but leaving her to Morgen is rough, even for me.
Now the only way to save both our lives is to face the evilest forces ever known&ndash;my mother and Morgen. And two people who know nothing
of trust must learn to rely on each other or die: provided we don't kill each other first. APB $14.99

John Marco
Sword of Angels
An all-new dose of John Marco's trademark combination of morally ambigous and complex action, tight plotting and vivid characterisation. This is
action-driven fantasy, packed with magic, betrayal and battle, from one of the most exciting authors in world fantasy. Set in a richly built world
which beautifully evokes magical lands, it is detailed in its dissection of motive and compelling in its characters. Building on the success of his
acclaimed 'Tyrants and Kings' trilogy, this is a perfect novel for new readers and old fans of John Marco's work alike. APB $19.95

Gail Z Martin
The Summoner
Forced to flee for his life with only a few loyal colleagues when his older brother murders their father and seizes the throne, Prince Martris Drayke is
desperate to learn how to control and use his newfound magical powers in order to draw on the ranks of the dead to seek retribution. APB $16

Anne McCaffrey & Elizabeth Ann Scarborough
Changelings (Twins of Petaybee 01)
Ronan Born for Water Shongili and Murel Monster Slayer Shongili are the twin son and daughter of Yana Maddock and Sean Shongili. Born on
Petyabee, their destiny is deeply intertwined with the sentient planet that is their home. For Ronan and Murel are more than human. Like their father,
each can transform into a seal and converse telepathically with the planet's creatures - such as the friendly otter whose life they save one day from a
pack of ravenous wolves. But the twins' bravery has unforeseen results when a visiting scientist witnesses their startling metamorphosis and becomes
obsessed with their capture. To protect their children, Sean and Yana send them to stay with a powerful family friend on an orbiting space station.
But no one realizes how curious Ronan and Murel are to discover the origins of their shape-shifting talent - and that their search for knowledge will
place them squarely in the path of peril. Meanwhile Petaybee is changing - and much faster than an ordinary planet's natural evolution. It appears that
portions of the sea are heating up and a landmass is suddenly rising from the depths. To investigate the startling occurrence, Sean heads out to the
open water in his seal form. But the newly unstable region holds untold mysteries - and the potential for disaster. APB $21.95

China Mieville
Un Lun Dun
Stumbling into an alternate funhouse version of her home city, twelve-year-old Londoner Deeba finds herself trapped in a world of killer giraffes,
animated umbrellas, ghost children, and flying double-decker buses and menaced by a choking black smog, and is forced to take on the role of
unlikely savior to prevent utter destruction. HC $36.95

L E Modesitt Jr
The Elysium Commision
A brilliant scientist on the planet Devanta has created a small universe contiguous to ours - and a utopian city on one of the planets. The question
becomes, though, an utopia for whom? And why is a shady entertainment mogul subsidizing the scientist? More critical than that, does this new
universe require the destruction of a portion - or all - of our universe in order to grow and stabilize? Blaine Donne is a retired military special
operative now devoted to problem-solving for hire. He investigates a series of seemingly unrelated mysteries that arise with the arrival of a the
woman with unlimited resources who has neither a present nor a past. The more he investigates, the more questions arise, including the role of the
two heiresses who are more - and less - than they seem and the more Donne is pushed inexorably toward finding himself a pawn in an explosive
solution and a regional interstellar war. HC $51.95
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Howard Mittelmark
Age of Consent
Peter Coulter, ignoring the whispered rumors about the house he lives in, finds history repeating itself when his sister, once popular and outgoing,
becomes self-destructive, and his father is possessed by a sudden calling from God, which urges them to do horrible things. APB $19.95

Elizabeth Moon
Serrano Legacy, Vol 1 (Serrano 01, 02, 03)
Three instalments of this fast-paced science fiction series in one volume at a terrific price. HUNTING PARTY: Heris Serrano was destined for a life
in the Regular Space Service - until a treacherous superior officer forced her to resign her commission. This was the end of everything that gave her
life meaning. But her new life aboard a rich old lady's space cruiser is nothing like she expected and she is soon fighting for her life. SPORTING
CHANCE: On her first cruise, Heris exposed a sinister 'hunting club', where one of the hunters was first in line to the throne. To avoid scandal, Lady
Cecelia volunteered to take her nephew the Prince home. His behaviour becomes increasingly erratic, Cecelia suspects foul play and once again
Heris must investigate. WINNING COLOURS: Heris has at last been offered a chance for vindication and reinstatement in her beloved Fleet - and
reconciliation with her family. But it means standing alone against the military might of an interstellar criminal cartel with only a few small ships...
BPB $29.95

Alexis Morgan
Dark Defender
As a Paladin warrior, Blake Trahern fights and dies again and again to keep mankind safe from the Others. Sensing his humanity slipping away with
each battle, he retreats from the world...until the one person who still has a claim on his soul needs his help. It's been twelve years since Blake
vanished from Brenna Nichols's life, years that have turned her from a love-struck teen into a headstrong, sensual woman. He'll fearlessly give his
life to protect her -- yet he dare not risk his heart. Brenna is stunned by Blake's reappearance, and by a shocking discovery about her father.
Everything she has ever believed is thrown into question -- everything except the desire that Blake still ignites. But as they search together for a
traitor among the Paladins, danger looms: the next battle could tip Blake into madness, destroying his life, his soul...and the only woman he has ever
loved. APB $14.95

Robert Newcomb
A March Into Darkness (Destinies of Blood and Stone 02)
Prince Tristan must race against time to gain control of his own nascent magical abilities as he gathers a courageous band of wizards and warriors to
battle an evil emissary, summoned by the forces of darkness, whose goal is the total destruction of anything and anyone in his path, in the sequel to
Savage Messiah. HC $54.95

Naomi Novik
Black Powder War (Temeraire 03)
With the Chinese threat neatly dissolved, Temeraire is free to return to Britain and continue to help his friends defend their country. But before they
board the ship, Laurence &ndash; now a member of the Chinese Imperial family by adoption &ndash; recieves orders from the British Air Corps that
he and Temeraire are not to sail with the British forces. Instead they must take the shorter route to rendevous by the English Channel, and stopping in
Istanbul to collect three dragon eggs which the government have purchased at great expense from the Turkish. But the overland flight is fraught with
danger. They will have to scale mountains and cross deserts, evade Napoleon's aggressive infantry and hide from unpredictable feral dragons. And
even before they leave, they discover that Lien has left China before them, intent upon revenge. She wants to destroy Temeraire by stripping him of
all that he holds dear, and being a celestial dragon, she has the power and intelligence to carry out her terrible threat. HC $45

Rebecca Ore
Time's Child
In a pandemic-ravaged Earth three hundred years in the future, the Philadelphia National Reserve uses a time machine to salvage history's most
intellectual and skilled leaders, including a fifteenth-century peasant war maiden whose efforts to collect her fellow icons have unforeseen
consequences. TP $30.95

Robin D Owens
Protector of the Flight
When a tragic accident transports her to another world called Lladrana, a magical earth threatened by evil, Calli Torcher, using her extraordinary
bond with horses, fulfills her destiny as a hero and finally finds a place to call home. TP $30.95

Sharon Page
Blood Red
Plagued by intensely sexual dreams, vampire hunter Althea Yates, a virginal, yet tough-as-nails beauty, succumbs to forbidden pleasure with two of
the very same creatures she has sworn to destroy. TP $26.95

K J Parker
Evil for Evil (Engineers 02)
The second book in the Engineers Trilogy Civitas Vadanis is in trouble. The Mezentines have declared war; and the Mezentines are very focussed on
their goals when it comes to killing. Duke Valens, of Civitas Vadanis, has a dilemma. He knows that his city cannot withstand the invading army; yet
its walls are his only defence against the Mezentines. Perhaps the only way to save his people is to flee, but that will not be easy either. Ziani
Vaatzes, an engineer exiled by the Mezentines for his abominable creations, has already proven that he can defend a city. But Ziani Vaatzes has his
own concerns, and the fate of Civitas Vadanis may not be one of them. TP $32.95

Diana L Paxson
The Golden Hills of Westria
A new story and a new generation grows as Diana Paxson returns to Westria, her classic fantasy realm, in the first new novel in that land in more
than a decade. Prince Phoenix has always been a bit restless, never quite measuring up to the expectations of his father King Julian. Sombra,
Phoenix's childhood friend, believes in him, but she has her own duties as a student of the College of the Wise. Their relationship surpasses
friendship, but their responsibilities take precedence over their feelings. Then Phoenix is abducted in a raid and sold to slavers. Enduring pain and
humiliation, Phoenix must find a way to survive, even if that means losing his sense of self, and becoming a danger to the people that he loves. While
King Julian searches for his lost son, a growing army of fanatics led by the charismatic Mother Mahalial is conquering land after land, and its final
destination is the golden land of Westria. The only person that can sense Phoenix's plight is Sombra, and her attempt to rescue him may decide the
fate of the kingdom. APB $19.95
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Fiona Patton
The Silver Lake (Warriors of Estavia 01)
When the three-night chaos of Havo's Dance sweeps through Anavatan, the city of the Silver Lake where only those pledged to a diety survive, street
orphans Spar and Brax discover their true destinies. APB $19.95

Frederik Pohl
Platinum Pohl: Collected Best Stories
A new compilation of short fiction from the Hugo and Nebula Award-winning author includes a never-before-published Heechee story; "Fermi and
Frost," his award-winning novella; and other memorable tales that exemplify the best in the science fiction genre. TP $34.95

Terry Pratchett
The Illustrated Hogfather Screenplay (Discworld)
Hogswatchnight is fast approaching, but the Hogfather (that jolly fat man who delivers presents to the kiddies) is missing. But it's vital that all the
presents are delivered, otherwise the sun won't rise tomorrow. However, there is another supernatural entity who can be everywhere at once and,
most importantly, knows where everybody lives. And Death reckons that with a false beard and a few cushions, it might just work. And while Death
is busy working out the mysteries of climbing down chimneys and drinking sherry, it's up to Susan to track down the real Hogfather. It's a dark time
of the year. There are monsters afoot. And some of them look just like us. HO HO HO. You'd better watch out! HC $65

Kimberly Raye
Dead and Dateless (Vampire Love 02)
The proprietor of Dead End Dating, a matchmaking service for hip Manhattan vampires, Liz Marchette faces new challenges when one of her
undead clients turns up really dead and she becomes a prime suspect in the crime, a pack of werewolves demands that she find them mates before the
next full moon, and the sexy but unsuitable Ty Bonner. APB $17.95

J D Robb
Innocent in Death (Eve Dallas)
Investigating the baffling murder case of an absolutely ordinary and seemingly much-loved private school teacher, futuristic-New York City
lieutenant Eve Dallas struggles to identify who may have wanted the death of an innocent man, a case that is complicated by the machinations of
Eve's husband's former lover. HC $52.95

Savannah Russe
Beneath the Skin (Darkwing Chronicles 03)
While working with Team Darkwing to catch an elusive terrorist before he assassinates a presidential candidate, vampire Daphne Urban becomes
drawn to the life she once rejected--New York's secret vampire underworld where any desire is fulfilled. APB $17.95

Geoff Ryman
Air
This remarkable novel is about the effects of a new communications technology, Air, that works without power lines or machines. As pervasive
technology ensures the rapid spread of pop culture and information access, few corners of the planet remain untouched. One of those few is
Kizuldah, Karzistan, a tiny rice-farming village, predominantly Chinese Buddhist but with a strong Muslim presence, among whom sharply
intelligent though illiterate Mae Chung, a self-styled fashion expert guiding the village women in dress, make-up and hairstyling, is an informal
leader. When the UN decides to test the radical new technology Air, Mae is boiling laundry and chatting with elderly Mrs Tung. The massive surge
of Air energy swamps them and when the test is finished, Mrs Tung is dead and Mae has absorbed her 90 years of memories. Rocked by the
unexpected deaths and disorientation, the UN delays fully implementing Air, but Mae sees at once that her way of life is ending. Half-mad,
struggling with information overload, the resentment of much of the village and a complex family situation, she works fiercely to learn what she
needs to ride the tiger of change. BPB $22.95

Lilith Saintcrow
Dead Man Rising (Dante Valentine 02)
Lilith Saintcrow's follow-up to WORKING FOR THE DEVIL is a fast-paced supernatural thriller that grabs from the first page. Dante Valentine is a
licensed Necromance, one of the best ever to survive training, and she's got an emerald embedded in her forehead to prove it. She's also dangerous
and prickly with a suicidal streak - who better to make a contract with the Devil - and survive to tell the tale? The Dark One himself is a hard act to
follow, but fate has managed to store up a number of sinister and extremely unpleasant surprises for Dante. Raising the dead has never been so
risky... APB $19.95

R A Salvatore
The Highwayman (Corona)
Years before the Demon Wars in the land of Corona, Bran Dynard, a monk of the Abelle religion, returns to his home from a far-off land, with a
book of mystical knowledge and Sen Wi, his beautiful and mysterious wife. APB $19.95

Lynsay Sands
Bite Me If You Can
Transformed into a vampire by a rogue marked for termination, Leigh now finds herself dealing with Lucian Argeneau, a world-weary, immortal
hunter of rogue vampires, who suddenly finds himself craving the company of a sassy, irreverent beauty, while trying to stop a renegade bloodsucker
from destroying the entire human race. APB $17.95

John Scalzi
The Sagan Diary
Fans of John Scalzi's "Old Man" universe, prepare yourselves: there's a long new story in that universe, told from the point of view of one of the
series' most intriguing characters. Subterranean Press is proud to release The Sagan Diary, a long novelette that for the first time looks at the worlds
of the Hugo-nominated Old Man's War and its sequel The Ghost Brigades from the point of view of Lieutenant Jane Sagan, who in a series of diary
entries gives her views on some of the events included in the series... and sheds new light into some previously unexplored corners. If you thought
you knew Jane Sagan before, prepare to be surprised. HC $40.95

Gena Showalter
The Nymph King
While vacationing in Florida, Shaye Holling is kidnapped and spirited off to the underwater realm of Atlantis, where she becomes the prisoner of
Valerian, the darkly sensual king of the nymphs, who is determined to claim her as his own--forever. APB $17.95
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Dan Simmons
The Terror
The men on board Her Britannic Majesty's Ships Terror and Erebus had every expectation of triumph. They were part of Sir John Franklin's 1845
expedition - as scientifically advanced an enterprise as had ever set forth - and theirs were the first steam-driven vessels to go in search of the fabled
North-West Passage. But the ships have now been trapped in the Arctic ice for nearly two years. Coal and provisions are running low. Yet the real
threat isn't the constantly shifting landscape of white or the flesh-numbing temperatures, dwindling supplies or the vessels being slowly crushed by
the unyielding grip of the frozen ocean. No, the real threat is far more terrifying. There is something out there that haunts the frigid darkness, which
stalks the ships, snatching one man at a time - mutilating, devouring. A nameless thing, at once nowhere and everywhere, this terror has become the
expedition's nemesis. When Franklin meets a terrible death, it falls to Captain Francis Crozier of HMS Terror to take command and lead the
remaining crew on a last, desperate attempt to flee south across the ice. With them travels an Eskimo woman who cannot speak. She may be the key
to survival - or the harbinger of their deaths. And as scurvy, starvation and madness take their toll, as the Terror on the ice become evermore bold,
Crozier and his men begin to fear there is no escape. HC $69.95

Endymion (Hyperion 03)
Two hundred and seventy-four years after the fall of the WorldWeb in THE FALL OF HYPERION, Raoul Endymion is sent on a quest. Retrieving
Aenea from the Sphinx before the Church troops reach her is only the beginning. With help from a blue-skinned android named A. Bettik, Raoul and
Aenea travel the river Tethys, pursued by Father Captain Frederico DeSoya, an influential warrior-priest and his troops. The shrike continues to
make enigmatic appearances and while many questions were raised in HYPERION and THE FALL OF HYPERION, still more are raised here.
Raoul's quest will continue. APB $19.95

Rise of Endymion (Hyperion 04)
The time of reckoning has arrived. As a final genocidal Crusade threatens to enslave humanity forever, a new messiah has come of age. She is Aenea
and she has undergone a strange apprenticeship to those known as the Others. Now her protector, Raul Endymion, one-time shepherd and convicted
murderer, must help her deliver her startling message to her growing army of disciples. But first they must embark on a final spectacular mission to
discover the underlying meaning of the universe itself. They have been followed on their journey by the mysterious Shrike - monster, angel and
killing machine who is about to reveal the long-held secret of its origin and purpose. And on the planet of Hyperion, where the story first began, the
final revelation will be delivered - an apocalyptic message that unlocks the secrets of existence and the fate of humankind in the galaxy. APB $19.95

Kathryn Smith
Night of the Huntress
Bishop, a vampire dedicated to eradicating evil from the world since the brutal murder of his wife three centuries earlier, meets his match when he
encounters Marika Korzha, a determined vampire hunter known as The Huntress. APB $15.95

Judith Tarr
King's Blood
When the eldest son of William the Conqueror decides to abandon the ways of magic, the land is left to wither and die, and it is up to Edith, princess
of Scotland, and Henry, the youngest son of William the Conqueror, to cleanse the land of the evil that infects it, in the sequel to Rite of Conquest.
APB $19.95

Harry Turtledove
In High Places (Crosstime Traffic 03)
Teenager Annette Klein, known in the twenty-first-century Kingdom of Versailles as Khadija, and her family are secret agents of Crosstime Traffic,
but during a trek to their home base in Marseilles, where the hidden portal will take them home, she is kidnapped by slave traders and taken to an
unofficial crosstime portal that could separate her from her family forever. APB $17.95

The Grapple (Settling Accounts 03)
The United States have found their fighting form at last. Pushed back from Pittsburgh, by 1944 the Confederate States of America are struggling to
hold their ground against an American army that seems to grow stronger by the day. While the United States press on towards the Mississippi valley,
Jake Featherston's strategists in Richmond look for some way - any way - to slow down their inexorable advance. Deep in the heartland the
extermination camps continue, but when all hope seems lost for their victims, the United States army turns at last towards the Texas plains. The fate
of both sides, though, may lie elsewhere. A new menace appears in the Atlantic, intent on attacking the United States and scientists on both sides of
the rapidly -moving border have nearly perfected an awesome new weapon that will guarantee victory for whoever uses it first. The greatest war of
the twentieth century - fought this time in the heart of America - moves towards its blood-soaked climax. APB $19.95

Beyond the Gap
When news arrives of a narrow gap in the seemingly impregnable and endless wall of ice in the great Glacier near the city of Nidaros, Count Hamnet
Thyssen and his companions venture deep into a dangerous and unexplored world on a perilous search for an ancient legend about a Golden Shrine
and other lands beyond the ice. HC $51.95

Every Inch a King
Discovering that he has a doppelgänger, Prince Halim Eddin, an ambitious Otto of Schlepsig, tired of his career with a third-rate circus, sets out for
Shqiperi, where Prince Halim has been invited to become the next king, in order to assume the throne for himself, braving the perils of the ocean,
monsters, pirates, and the suspicions of his new subjects along the way. TP $28.95

Jack Vance
The Jack Vance Treasury
Best of Jack Vance's short stories. HC $75

Lurulu (Myron Tanny)
Against the backdrop of the Gaean Reach, first the story of Jaro Fath unfolds: from wildling orphan to spaceship captain, a tale of adventure and
discovery wittily told. A boy haunted by memories of his dead mother’s terror, Jaro’s life is directed by an inner voice he can’t account for… until he
returns to Kammerwelt, described in The Handbook of the Planets as the fourth world in the entourage of Robert Palmer’s Star, drifting in a far-flung
sector of the galaxy known as the Dragon’s Maw. Then Myron Tany, in thrall to his zany aunt Dame Hester Lajoie, sets off in her space yacht to find
a faraway fountain of youth. The captain flatters Hester agreeably, but when Myron points out that the man is a swindler, he is marooned on an
inhospitable planet with barely his passage home. Thus he is given the perfect opportunity to live out his childhood fantasies of intergalactic
adventure, alien encounters and exotic romance. Or starve to death. Luckily, the tramp cargo vessel Glicca is just then in need of a supercargo, and
Myron is it. APB $20.99 TP $28.95
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Vernor Vinge
The Collected Stories of Vernor Vinge
A definitive compilation of short fiction by the two time Hugo Award winner ranges from his earliest works to his longer takes from the 1970s and
1980s and includes such classics as "The Ungoverned" and "THe Blabber." TP $34.95

David Weber
Old Soldiers (Bolo)
The sole survivors of the Dinochrome Brigade's 39th Battalion--Captain Maneka Trevor and a Bolo known as Lazarus--are all that stand between a
desperate, secret colony of humanity and destruction of the human race, but the odds against them are heavy and surrender is not an option.
APB $19.95

Eileen Wilks
Blood Lines (Lily Yu)
FBI agent Cynna Weaver joins forces with sexy sorcerer Cullen Seabourne to assist fellow agent Lily Yu and her werewolf bond-mate in their
investigation into elected officials who have accepted demonic pacts, but a gruesome murder forces them on a desperate race against time to find an
evil apprentice who uses demons to kill. APB $19.95

Clive Woodall
One for Sorrow, Two For Joy
Led by the malevolent Slyekin and his sadistic assassin Traska, flocks of magpies, aided by their cousins, the crows, have laid waste to the peaceful
world of Birddom, and it is up to Kirrick, a lone robin, to rally together unlikely allies to oppose the dark menace and return peace to the world.
APB $17.95

Susan Wright
A Pound of Flesh
A former pleasure slave, Marja joins forces with her former master, Lexander, to free all slaves by destroying pleasure houses around the world, but
when Marja disguises herself as a slave to infiltrate a series of training houses to sow the seeds of revolution, her mission could cost her the man she
loves. TP $28.95

To Serve and to Submit
Granted her freedom by a procurer for the pleasure house of VIdaris, Marja--accompanying a fallen noblewoman on a dangerous odyssey to save her
world--must use every bit of skill, cunning, and strength at her command to survive in a brutal war threatening to engulf the land she loves, in an
erotic fantasy. APB $17.95

Sunny
Mona Lisa Blossoming (Monere)
Having accepted her true identity as the newest queen of the mixed-blood Monère children of the moon, Mona Lisa enters her Louisiana territory for
the first time, slowly learns the erotic and savage customs of her people, and faces numerous enemies. By the author of Mona Lisa Awakening.
TP $28.95

Anthologies
Julie E Czerneda & Jana Paniccia Editors
Under Cover of Darkness
Featuring contributions from Doranna Durgin, Larry Niven, Tanya Huff, and Douglas Smith, this collection of fourteen original stories ponders the
existence of secret groups--with mystical affiliations--that guard historical artifacts and secrets, protecting and shaping the world's future.
APB $19.95

Richard Dalby Editor
The Virago Book of Ghost Stories
Absorbing, entertaining, deliciously unnerving, this anthology by some of the greatest storytellers of the twentieth century is an irrestistible read for
those with a taste for being spooked. 'A shivery treat' The Times A new collection featuring stories by A.S. Byatt - Angela Carter - Lisa St Aubin de
Teran - May Sinclair - Joan Aiken - Stella Gibbons - Edith Wharton - E.M. Delafield - Elizabeth Bowen - Ruth Rendell and many more. The three
volumes of Virago ghost stories have met with huge acclaim. Now this new volume gathers together the most deliciously chilling tales from a genre
that has thrilled readers for over two hundred years. Here lost loves, past enmities and unwanted memories mingle with the inexplicable as unquiet
souls return to repay kindnesses, settle scores and haunt the imagination. All of the writers demonstrate a subtle power to delight and chill at the
same time as they explore the ghostly margins of the supernatural. HC $35

MaryJanice Davidson, Jeanie Cesarini, Alice Gaines & Liz Maverick
Secrets (volume 8)
Taming Kate by Jeanie Cesarini
Jared’s Wolf by MaryJanice Davidson
My Champion, My Lover by Alice Gaines
Kiss or Kill by Liz Maverick TP $26.95

Gardner Dozois Editor
Best of the Best, Volume 2, The: 20 Years of the Best Short Science Fiction Novels
A landmark anthology featuring the finest short science fiction novels from the past two decades of the annual The Year's Best Science Fiction
presents an outstanding array of science fiction masterworks by Ursula K. Le Guin, Michael Swanwick, Frederick Pohl, Joe Haldeman, Robert
Silverberg, Greg Egan, Alastair Reynolds, and other acclaimed authors. HC $78 TP $40.95

Martin H Greenberg & Jean Rabe Editors
Time Twisters
A new anthology of short fiction by some of the leading writers in the genre features seventeen tales about individuals who meddle with the flow of
time in works by Harry Turtledove, Kevin J. Anderson, Robert E. Vardeman, Stephen Leigh, John Helfers, and other authors. APB $19.95
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Marvin Kaye Editor
Fair Folk, The: Six Tales of the Fey
A collection of six tales features fairy characters ranging from fair folk to sinister fey and includes the stories "The Kelpie" by Patricia A. McKillip,
"Except the Queen" by Jane Yolen and Midori Snyder, and "UOUS" by Tanith Lee. TP $30.95

Mercedes Lackey & Rosemary Edghill
Bedlam's Edge (Bedlam's Bard 09)
A magical compilation of urban fantasy tales by some of the genre's leading practitioners features works by Roberta Gellis, Dave Freer and Eric
Flint, Diana Paxson, Mercedes Lackey, and Rosemary Edghill, among others. APB $19.95

George Mann
Solaris Book of New Science Fiction
An eclectic collection of outstanding short fiction and novellas showcases the work of some of the world's leading science fiction writers, including
Peter F. Hamilton, Stephen Baxter, Jay Lake, Eric Brown, Adam Roberts, Paul Di Filippo, and Ian Watson, whose tales range from futuristic murder
mysteries to stories of space adventure and tales for first alien contact. APB $16

Andrew J Wilson
Nova Scotia: An Anthology of Scottish Speculative Fiction PB $35.95

Young Adult
Derek Benz & John S Lewis
The Rise of the Black Wolf (Grey Griffins 02)
The second book in the irresistible trilogy of four friends who find themselves caught up in the dangerous quest to save their town when the wicked
creatures from their card game come to life. In The Rise of the Black Wolf Max and his fellow Grey Griffins, Ernie, Harley, and Natalia, set off on
another extraordinary adventure - travelling to Scotland to visit Max's dad for the winter holidays. It doesn't take long before strange things start to
happen to the four kids while they explore Mr Sumner's ancient castle. Once again, the Grey Griffins must do battle with the forces of evil - Fireball
Pixies, Werewolves, and Morgan the Black Witch. But when Max's dad disappears, it's up to the Grey Griffins to rescue him, with the help of
Knights Templar! HC $19.99

Michael Carroll
Sakkara (New Heroes 02)
The New Heroes' exciting adventures continue, as Colin, Danny and Renata struggle to come to terms with their new-found super powers.
Meanwhile, evil megalomaniac Victor Cross finds help in the form of a horrifically scarred villain... If you loved The Quantum Prophecy, this next
adventure will have you hooked! BPB $14.99

Kate Constable Australian Author
A Taste of Lightning
A thrilling adventure set within a storm of secrecy.Tansy, Perrin, and Skir could hardly be more different - a laundry-maid, a swordsman and a
young Priest-King whose countries are at war. But their frantic escape from Arvestel thrusts them together. Pursued by soldiers, haunted by the
Witch-Woman's sinister magic, they ride for their lives through hostile lands. To survive they must learn to trust each other, strip away the layers of
deception that surround Skir, and challenge the tyranny of the Witch-Woman. But what will happen if all truths are revealed? And will the power of
the Priest-King be enough to bring peace to the Threelands? BPB $15.95

MaryJanice Davidson
Jennifer Scales and the Ancient Furnace (Jennifer Scales 01)
Fourteen-year-old Jennifer Scales, a descendent of a secret bloodline of weredragons, learns the secrets of her family's past and her own terrifying
present, realizing that everyone around her has something to hide. APB $17.95

Terry Deary
Terry Deary's Terrible Tales: Ghost Stories
A collection of supernatural stories from the author of the Horrible Histories series, guaranteed to send a shiver down your spine. From poltergeists
and ghost ships to reincarnation and curses, this book presents the facts behind the phenomena. Sometimes fact can be stranger than fiction!
PB $13.99

Terry Deary's Terrible Tales: Horror Stories
A chilling collection of ghosts, ghouls, murders and mysteries from the author of the Horrible Histories series, guaranteed to give you goosebumps.
Decide for yourself whether each sinister story really is true, with Terry Deary's fascinating fact files. PB $13.99

Cameron Dokey
Beauty Sleep (Once Upon A Time)
The Princess Aurore has had an unusual childhood. Cursed at birth, Aurore is fated to prick her finger at the age of sixteen and sleep for one hundred
years -- until a prince awakens her with a kiss. So, to protect her, Aurore's loving parents forbid any task requiring a needle.
Unable to sew or embroider like most little princesses, Aurore instead explores the castle grounds and beyond, where her warmth and generosity
soon endear her to the townspeople. their devotion to the spirited princess grows as she does.
On her sixteenth birthday, Aurore learns that the impending curse will harm not only her, but the entire kingdom as well. Unwilling to cause
suffering, she will embark on a quest to end the evil magic. The princess's bravery will be rewarded as she finds adventure, enchantment, a handsome
prince, and ultimately her destiny PB $9.95

Laura Anne Gilman
Morgain's Revenge (Grail Quest 02)
King Arthur's Knights of the Round Table are preparing once again to set out in search of the legendary Holy Grail. This time Morgain le Fay is
determined to stop them at any cost, and she knows exactly who is standing in her way. When she kidnaps Ailis, the servant girl whose untrained
magical powers grow stronger with every passing day, her vengeance seems to be taking a terrifying turn. Gerard and Newt must work together
again to rescue their best friend before it's too late...before Morgain turns Ailis to evil...before Ailis helps Morgain destroy Camelot. HC $19.99
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Lois H Gresh
The Ultimate Eragon Guide
When a young boy named Eragon finds a blue gem stone in the middle of the forest, he has no idea what magic is in store for him. It hatches a
sapphire-blue dragon, a member of a race thought to be extinct. Eragon bonds with the dragon and soon discovers that he is the first in a new line of
Dragon Riders, fated to play a part in a war that is poised to sweep his land.
With over two million copies in print, Eragon (the first book in the Inheritance trilogy) is one of the bestselling books for young readers since Harry
Potter first landed. Now, author Lois H Gresh brings us The Ultimate Eragon Guide: a fun, interactive book that looks deep inside the complex world
of Alagaesia to reveal facts behind the magical people, places, and creatures that fill the Inheritance series.
Also included is an in-depth look at the many folk references, myths, and legends that form the basis of the books, as well as quizzes, a fascinating
trip through the lore of dragons, a biography of the young author, plus tons of fun side bars and more! The Ultimate Eragon Guide is an entertaining
resource for fans of the series and curious readers alike. PB $19.95

Diana Wynne Jones
The Pinhoe Egg (Chrestomanci 07)
As many people know already, it's Chrestomanci's job to control the magic in the related worlds. Using magic is always dangerous, and it always has
consequences, so even the best&ndash;intentioned witch or warlock needs help and guidance from time to time. Not only that, but there are plenty of
ordinary people in the worlds without even a whiff of magical ability, and they need someone to make sure that the magic&ndash;users don't get
their own way all of the time. Even so, in the village around Chrestomanci Castle, all sorts of magical misuse is going on which very few people
seem to be aware of! When Cat Chant finds the egg in Gammer Pinhoe's attic, he knows he has to have it. Marianne Pinhoe isn't sure what Gammer
will think about that, but she lets him take it anyway. Rumour has it it's an elephant egg, but Cat's convinced it's a dragon's egg. Within the safety of
Chrestomanci Castle, the egg eventually hatches &ndash; and at the same time, chaos breaks out in the surrounding village. Can Cat and Marianne
get to the root of the problem, and can Cat's new charge help? Age 10+ TP $19.99

Tracy Lynn
Snow (Once Upon A Time)
The Duchess Jessica's childhood began with a tragedy: her mother's death. Her father, heartbroken at the loss of his beloved wife, could not bear to
raise the child. Largely ignored, Jessica spent the first eleven years of her life running free on the family estate, cared for only by the servants.
Then her father decides to remarry, bringing an end to Jessica's independence. At first her new stepmother just seems overly strict. But as Jessica
grows into a beautiful young woman, it becomes clear that her stepmother is also wildly -- and murderously -- jealous of her.
Jessica escapes to London. Going by the name Snow to hide from her family, she falls in love with an odd band of outcasts who accept her into their
makeshift family. But when her stepmother appears in the city, repentant and seeking her forgiveness, Jessica will have to decide whom to
trust...with her life. PB $9.95

James Moloney Australian Author
Doomsday (Doomsday Rats 05)
The Rats take on their arch enemy, Malig Tumora, in a struggle to the death. The Doomsday Rats have found the special moths they need to destroy
the purple flowers that give the heartless Malig Tumora power over the adults. But the moths are not the voracious eaters the children had hoped.
Berrin is desperate to unlock the secret of the moths' appetites, but even if he succeeds, Malig Tumora is mounting a renewed offensive using a new
weapon the Rats can't defeat until they know it's there ... A do&ndash;or&ndash;die showdown with the evil Gadges seems to hold the key to victory
for both sides, but as the struggle finally swings the way of the Rats, Berrin faces a new dilemma &ndash; to destroy Malig Tumora could mean
destroying the loved ones he is trying to save. BPB $14.99

Candice Ransom
Giant in the Garden (Time Spies 03)
When Alex, Mattie, and Sophie spy the giant vine sprouting in their garden, they know their next adventure will be different from any they've had
before. Sophie's sure they've climbed into the pages of Jack and the Beanstalk. But when they reach the castle in the sky, nothing is as it seems. Will
the Time Spies figure out their mission in this mixed-up fairy tale before a fee-fi-fo-fum chases them away? PB $10

Candice Ransom
Magician in the Trunk (Time Spies 04)
At the Chicago World's Fair of 1893, Mattie, Sophie, and Alex stumble onto a magical mystery. Young Harry Houdini's magic show is failing, and
the kids decide to lend a hand. But before they can sell one ticket, they're accused of stealing a priceless treasure. Can the world's greatest magician
help the Time Spies conjure up the real thief? PB $10

Debbie Viguie
Midnight Pearls (Once Upon A Time)
In a quiet fishing village seventeen years ago, one lone fisherman rescued a child from the sea. He and his wife raised the girl, Pearl, as their own
daughter, never allowing themselves to wonder long about where she came from -- or notice her silver hair, usually pale skin, and wide, dark blue
eyes.
Pearl grows from a mysterious child into an unusual young woman, not always welcomed in the village. As all the other girls her age find husbands,
she has only one friend to ease her loneliness. One very special, secret companion: Prince James.
But their friendship is shaken when trouble erupts in the kingdom -- a conspiracy against the royal family combines with an evil enchantment from
beneath the sea. Now, just when Pearl and James need each other most, bewitching magic and hints about Pearl's past threaten to tear them
apart...forever. PB $9.95

Suzanne Weyn
Water Song (Once Upon A Time)
Young, beautiful, and wealthy, Emma Pennington is accustomed to a very comfortable life. Although war rages abroad, she hardly feels its effect.
She and her mother travel from their home in Britain to the family estate in Belgium, never imagining that the war could reach them there. But it
does.
Soon Emma finds herself stranded in a war-torn country, utterly alone. Enemy troops fight to take over her estate, leaving her with no way to reach
her family, and no way out.
With all of her attention focused on survival and escape, Emma hardly expects to find love. But the war will teach her that life is unpredictable,
people aren't always what they seem, and magic is lurking everywhere. PB $9.95
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Media and Comic Related
Dark Horse Comics: The First Twenty Years

HC $42.95

Ghost Rider
Greg Cox
When he was seventeen, motorcycle stunt rider Johnny Blaze proved he would do anything to save his terminally ill father -- even make a deal with
the sinister Mephistopheles that would cost him everything, from the woman he loved, the beautiful Roxanne Simpson, to Johnny's own immortal
soul.
Years later, as Roxanne reenters Johnny's life, Mephistopheles returns to collect on his part of the deal . . . and as night falls and evil rises, Johnny
Blaze becomes his bounty hunter -- the Ghost Rider -- a flaming host of vengeance and twisted justice annihilating anything daring to escape from
the depths of the abyss.
Now charged with destroying Mephistopheles' greatest nemesis, Blackheart, Johnny Blaze's curse becomes his power, and perhaps his destiny. . . .
APB $14.95

Alias 12
Mind Games
Paul Ruditis
Agents Sydney Bristow and Marcus Dixon are hot on the trail of a drug lord who has created a mind-control drug so potent that in the wrong hands it
could be one of the world's most dangerous bioweapons. Determined to halt production of the substance, the agents go undercover as dealers. Their
approach proves to be successful when the drug lord invites them to his estate -- the perfect chance for Sydney to snoop around and find the location
of the main lab.
But things don't go quite as planned. A government agency interferes with APO's mission; Sydney is forced to ingest a dose of the drug and
commanded to turn on her APO counterparts; Dixon is taken hostage; and someone believed to be an ally turns out to be more foe than friend....
APB $14.95

Buffy
The Physics of the Buffyverse
Jennifer Ouellette
An entertaining and informative introduction to the world of the physical sciences draws on examples based on the TV shows Buffy the Vampire
Slayer and Angel to explain complex concepts and theories of biology, chemistry, and theoretical physics--from demons and interdimensional portals
to black holes and string theory. TP $30.95

Conan
Book of Thoth
Kurt Busiek
TP $29.95
01: The Frost Giant's Daughter and Other Stories
Kurt Busiek
A collection of Conan's earliest adventures of battle and savagery as he wars with the murderous Vanir, meets the Frost Giant's Daughter, and is
taken as a slave by the ancient sorcerers of Hyperborea! TP $34.95

02: The God in the Bowl and Other Stories
Kurt Busiek
TP $27.95
03: Tower of the Elephant and Other Stories
Kurt Busiek
TP $27.95
CSI Miami
05: Harm For the Holidays: Misgivings
Donn Cortez
Christmas in Miami, the city is wrapped in its own unique festive cheer, and countless children breathlessly await the arrival of Santa Claus. Except
this year there are hundreds of Santas. Miami has been invaded by the Red Menace. An annual gathering of hundreds of red-suited, jolly old fat men
and women swarm over the city, comical and annoying, until one of them turns up dead.
In what should be a time of goodwill to all the Miami-Dade Crime Lab finds that what appears to be the simplest of crimes hides darker motives.
Who would want to kill Santa? Who would go to such lengths to conceal the identity of a victim that they would decapitate him and remove both his
hands? And how does a simple convenience store robbery suddenly spiral into an international incident of kidnapping and murder? APB $14.95

Doctor Who
10th Doctor Audio: Art of Destruction
The TARDIS lands in 22nd century Africa in the shadow of a dormant volcano. Agri-teams are growing new foodstuffs in the baking soil to help
feed the world s starving millions but the Doctor and Rose have detected an alien signal somewhere close by.When a nightmare force starts surging
along the dark volcanic tunnels, the Doctor realises an ancient trap has been sprung. But who was it meant for? And what is the secret of the eerie
statues that stand at the heart of the volcano?Dragged into a centuries-old conflict, Rose and the Doctor are soon elevating survival to an art form as
ancient, alien hands practice arts of destruction all around theFeaturing the Doctor and Rose as played by David Tennant and Billie Piper in the hit
series from BBC Television.Includes a fascinating 'behind the scenes' discussion between author and reader. CD $29.95

Audio 87 Fifth Doctor: The Gathering
On the morning of 22 September 2006, Tegan woke up. She was expecting to spend the day relaxing at home and, that evening, tolerate a party
thrown to celebrate her 46th birthday.
But things don't always go as expected - it's been over twenty years since she chose to leave the Doctor. She's got a job, mates... a life.
Meanwhile her friend, Katherine Chambers, makes a decision that could change all their lives, and Tegan discovers that you can never really escape
the past.
This story takes place between "Planet of Fire" and "The Caves of Androzani". CD $54.95
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Audio 88 Eighth Doctor: Memory Lane
No summer can ever quite be as glorious as the ones you remember from when you were young, when a sunny afternoon seemed to last forever and
all there was to do was ride your bike, eat ice-lollies and play with Lego. Tom Braudy is enjoying just such an afternoon when the
TARDIS lands in his Nan's living room and interrupts her in the middle of the snooker.
After they've apologised, the Doctor and his friends soon discover matters of far greater concern than the fact that their time machine is blocking Mrs
Braudy's view of a thrilling century break. The street which Tom happily cycles up and down appears to have no beginning or end, and every single
house on it is identical.
Is this the future of suburbia, or something even more sinister? Why doesn't Tom look as young as he behaves? And can anybody remember which
house the TARDIS is in?
This story takes place after the TV movie. CD $54.95

Audio 89 Seventh Doctor: No Man's Land
It is 1917 and the Doctor, Hex and Ace find themselves in a military hospital in northern France. But the terrifying, relentless brutality of the Great
War that wages only a few miles away is the least of their concerns.
The travellers become metaphysical detectives when the Doctor receives orders to investigate a murder. A murder that has yet to be committed...
Who will be the victim? Who will be the murderer? What is the real purpose of the Hate Room? Can the Doctor solve the mystery before the
simmering hate and anger at Charnage hospital erupts in to a frenzy of violence?
This story takes place after "Survival". CD $54.95

Audio 90 Sixth Doctor : Year of the Pig
Ostend, 1913. War is coming. A war in which millions will die. And the guest in suite 139 of the Hotel Palace Thermae knows it. Which is odd,
considering he has trotters, a snout and a lovely curly tail.
Toby the Sapient Pig is a swine on the run. Two peculiar strangers have been hunting him across Europe. The first, Miss Alice Bultitude, is an
Englishwoman and collector of obscure theatrical ephemera. The second, Inspector Alphonse Chardalot, is a celebrated member of the detective
police - the man who brought the trunk murderess of St Germain to justice.
This was supposed to be a reading week for the Doctor and Peri. Now they must do battle with a villain who wants to wipe every last human from
the face of the earth - once he's had just another dish of truffles. And maybe a valedictory glass of fizzy lemonade.
This story takes place between " Timelash" and "Revelation of the Daleks". CD $54.95

Audio 91 Fifth Doctor: Circular Time
Summer to winter, the seasons turn.
In the springtime of a distant future, the Doctor and Nyssa become embroiled in Time Lord politics on an alien world. During the stifling heat of a
summer past they suffer the vengeful wrath of Isaac Newton. In the recent past, Nyssa spends a romantic golden autumn in an English village while
the Doctor plays cricket. And finally, many years after their travels together have ended, the two friends meet again in the strangest of circumstances.
Four seasons. Four stories.
Now close the door behind you, you're letting the cold in... CD $54.95

Audio 92 Seventh Doctor: Nocturne
Dan Abnett
On the human colony planet Nocturne, there is suffering and blight, tragic symptoms of an ages-old war. Never the less, Nocturne is also one of the
Doctor's favourite places in all of time and space, because it is here that a late, great flowering of human art - the High Renaissance - is taking place.
He has been back here, many times. It is a place of music and art which he finds inspirational and uplifting. It is a place he wants to share with Ace
and Hex. It's always been a safe haven for him, a world of friends and laughter.
But with strict Martial Law imposed on the front-line city, and the brutal scourge of interstellar warfare vicing the system, how safe can anyone
really be?
There is a note of death in the wild, midnight wind...
This story takes place after "Survival". CD $54.95

Short Trips 03: A Universe of Terror
'There are some corners of the universe which have bred the most terrible thing...'
Join the Doctor on a journey to the darkest corners of the universe, from an alien world tyrannised by a god-like machine, to the British retreat from
Afghanistan in 1842. Discover the secrets of the TARDIS's original owner, and of three faceless creatures stranded in 21st century Hollywood.
And finally, if you can, face the terrors that lurk in your own heart, and in your dreams...
Fourteen brand new adventures for reading after dark!
This collection features fourteen exclusive short stories from veterans of the Doctor Who universe - including Marc Platt, Lance Parkin, Robert
Shearman, Jonathan Morris and Trevor Baxendale - and from several authors new to it, including acclaimed fantasy novelist Juliet E McKenna.
HC $54.95

Short Trips 04: The Muses
Tell me, O Muse, of that many-aspected hero who fled his home world to travel every corner of time and space. Tell me, daughter of Jove, of his
battles and his tragedies, of the strangers he encountered and the evil plots he foiled. Speak with laughter, with tears, through songs and visions of the
Doctor, the hero and champion of this world and many more.
The nine Muses have since ancient times brought inspiration to those willing to receive it. Nine authors have received the inspiration of the Muses, to
speak of the mysterious Time Lord known only as ‘the Doctor’. They will tell tales of History, of Dancing, of Comedy and Tragedy, of Sacred
Poetry, Epic Poetry and Love Poetry, of Music and Astronomy. May they speak to your hearts.
Features stories by some of Doctor Who’s most popular and acclaimed writers: Gareth Roberts, Robert Shearman, Justin Richards, Simon Guerrier,
Steve Lyons, Tara Samms, Simon A. Forward, Ian Potter and Sarah Groenewegen. HC $54.95

Short Trips 06: Past Tense
Past Tense features seventeen tales set on Earth in days gone by. The Doctor finds himself and his fellow travellers in a variety of times and places:
involved in international espionage with British and German spies, at the annexation of the Transvaal, watching an Ashes cricket match and mixing
with the late-Sixteenth Century theatrical set.
Seeing history happen, learning about its nuances, trying to prevent its corruption, or simply enjoying its atmosphere, our heroes find themselves in
exciting adventures wherever - or whenever - they go. HC $54.95
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Short Trips 07: Life Science
Once, we believed our lives were sacred, that we had souls. Now we know we are mere machines; genetic data. We are science.
But even as we learn, the properties of life remain uncertain. How does life acquire consciousness, or rights? Does a robot dream? If a person
transforms into an oak tree, is it science or the work of gods? Did the Victorians find a way to resurrect the dead?
To science, such questions are invitations to explore. Who better to explore with than the Doctor?
Life Science is a menagerie of creatures from some of the most exciting names in the Doctor Who universe, including Kate Orman, Lance Parkin,
Jonathan Morris, Jim Mortimore and Steve Lyons. HC $54.95

Short Trips 08: Repercussions
The galaxies are awash with stories, myths and legends of the Doctor, the courageous Time Lord who rights wrongs and brings down the evil
dictators.
But does the Doctor always get it right? In his efforts to save the smaller picture, is it possible that occasionally the bigger picture, the Web of Time
itself, can be broken by his actions? If so, what can he do to repair it?
Repercussions features sixteen tales set on a strange airship taking its passengers on a trip to… who knows where? Amongst the people aboard is
young adventuress Charley Pollard, just a few weeks into her life aboard the TARDIS alongside the Eighth Doctor, a man whose past, she will
discover, she knows frighteningly little about. She encounters a diplomat trying to stop a war, a young man seemingly murdered by the Doctor, a
tramp, a seismologist and a republican trying to save the life of his plague-stricken daughter. One thing they all have in common - an encounter with
a strange alien visitor who seemed to help them but perhaps should have left them alone.
Learning their stories, understanding their grief, their anger or even their joy, Charley begins to see a new side to this enigmatic man she has chosen
to travel the universe with. And she is forced to ask, will she one day also find herself aboard a strange airship, teeming with fellow travellers, all of
whom seem to represent a danger to the Web of Time?
Repercussions is based upon an original idea by John Ainsworth and Gary Russell and is compiled and edited by Gary Russell, who is one of the
producers of the Doctor Who audio adventures as well as the author of a number of Virgin and BBC Books Doctor Who novels. HC $54.95

Short Trips 09: Monsters
Whether made of flesh and bone, or created in the deep
recesses of the mind, monsters are terrible things.
They hunt, they chase, they stalk.
They don't stop and they don't listen to your pleas.
They come after you in the night, when you least
expect it; they invade your world when all seems safe.
Monsters features stories that tell tale of such beasts - some real, some imaginary; some alien, some homegrown.
Don't read it alone.
Featuring stories by Marc Platt, Steve Lyons, Jacqueline Rayner, Jim Mortimore, Joseph Lidster and many more! HC $54.95

Sapphire and Steel
Series 1 03: All Fall Down
All irregularities will be handled by the forces controlling each dimension. Transuranic, heavy elements may not be used where there is life. Medium
atomic weights are available: Gold, Lead, Copper, Jet, Diamond, Radium, Sapphire, Silver and Steel. Sapphire and Steel have been assigned.
London, a late summer morning.
The present. Sapphire and Steel investigate an area of the city that is steeped in a rich and bloody history. Artifacts are uncovered that form a
dangerous link with the past. CD $54.95

Spider-Man
The Spider-Man Handbook

PB $27.95

Star Trek
Original Series: Crucible: The Fire and the Rose
David R George III
IN A SINGLE MOMENT ...the lives of three men will be forever changed. In that split second, defined paradoxically by both salvation and loss,
they will destroy the world and then restore it. Much had come before, and much would come after, but nothing would color their lives more than
that one, isolated instant on the edge of forever.
IN A SINGLE MOMENT ...Spock, displaced in time, watches his closest friend heed his advice by allowing the love of his life to die in a traffic
accident, thereby preserving Earth's history. Returning to the present, however, Spock confronts other such crises, and chooses instead to willfully
alter the past. Challenged by the thorny demands of his logic, he will have to find a way to face his conflicting decisions.
IN A SINGLE MOMENT ...that stays with Spock, he preserved the timeline at the cost of Jim Kirk's happiness. Now, the death of that friend will
cause Spock to reexamine the fundamental choices he has made for his own life. Unwilling to accept his feelings of loss and regret, he will seek that
which has previously eluded him: complete mastery of his emotions. But while his quest for the perfect geometry of total logic will move him
beyond his remorse, another loss will bring him full circle to once more face the fire he has never embraced. APB $16.95

Rihannsu: The Bloodwing Voyages
Diane Duane
Born in the twilight years of Vulcan's violent and passionate past, those who declared themselves Rihannsu chose to reign free in the unknown
reaches of space rather than to serve under the new tyranny of logic. Having severed themselves from their homeworld, they survived the perilous
voyage across the stars to wash ashore on a distant planet, there to begin the civilization that would one day flower into the Romulan Star Empire.
Now, after millennia of wars and conquests, that empire is decaying from within, surrendering its noble heritage to reckless ambition, abandoning
honor for kidnapping and murder. The corruption is so great that the Rihannsu's finest military officer -- Commander Ael t'Rllaillieu of the warbird
Bloodwing -- believes she can save her people only by joining forces with her greatest enemy: Captain James T. Kirk of the Starship Enterprise™.
Meanwhile, on the Romulan homeworld, a Federation deep-cover agent has been posing as a household servant named Arrhae i-Khellian -- but her
operation takes a strange turn when a captured Starfleet officer is brought to her home . . .
The lives of Ael, Arrhae, and the crew of the Enterprise come together in these astonishing adventures -- originally published in four volumes: My
Enemy, My Ally; The Romulan Way; Swordhunt; and Honor Blade -- that will challenge everything you thought you knew about the Romulans.
TP $24.95
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Rihannsu: The Empty Chair
Diane Duane
They call themselves Rihannsu -- the Declared. To the Federation, they are the Romulans. By any name they are adversaries as formidable as they
are inscrutable. Self-exiled from Vulcan in ages past, they retain an ancient martial philosophy and a code of conduct that has sustained them through
centuries of hardship, warfare, and thwarted ambition.
Now their empire is gearing for war once again. Armed with the revolutionary Sunseed technology, which can destabilize entire stars, a Romulan
vessel is warping toward the heart of the Federation. Its target: Earth's sun.
But this offensive comes at a perilous time, as a growing number of Romulan worlds are joining a revolution -- one led by the renegade Commander
Ael t'Rllaillieu of the warbird Bloodwing, with the aid of Captain James T. Kirk of the Starship Enterprise™ and the Hamalki physicist K's't'lk, the
Federation's foremost authority on Sunseed technology. As the threat to Earth looms ever larger, Bloodwing and Enterprise lead an armada toward
the Romulan homeworld for a final reckoning that will decide the future of the Rihannsu people. APB $16.95

New Frontier 16: Missing in Action
Peter David
Following the dramatic events of After the Fall, Captain Mackenzie Calhoun and the crew of the U.S.S. Excalibur find themselves catapulted
headlong into another universe, far from the New Thallonian Protectorate and Sector 221-G...a place where an ancient war rages between two
powerful alien races. But Calhoun has no intention of staying here for very long and, adopting the time-honored philosophy of "the enemy of my
enemy is my friend," takes it upon himself to somehow (and by any means necessary) persuade one side or the other to help him and his crew get
back home.
Meanwhile, the shadow of war has fallen over the New Thallonian Protectorate, and an embattled Si Cwan faces growing treachery as he attempts to
maintain his tenuous hold on power. With Starfleet and the Federation declaring Sector 221-G temporarily off-limits, Admiral Elizabeth Shelby and
Captain Kat Mueller decide to take matters into their own hands, ignoring orders by trying to find some way of getting to the Excalibur, presuming
there is any Excalibur to get to. But they never count on the most unexpected of allies -- an old friend whose shifting loyalties are about to be put to
the ultimate test even as a growing cataclysm looms.... APB $16.95

Star Wars
Allegiance
Timothy Zahn
Following the events of Star Wars: A New Hope, Luke Skywalker is learning about the Force from his late mentor, Obi-Wan Kenobi, while Han
Solo struggles with the decision to join the Rebel Alliance, Leia helps run the rebellion while dealing with her feelings for Han, and Mara Jade is
doing the Emperor's dirty work while trying to avoid Darth Vader. HC $52.95

Knights of the Old Republic 01: Commencement
Stargate
Stargate Season 9

GN $32.95

TP $34.95

Wolverine
Road of Bones
David Mack
He has a past shrouded in mystery. A skeleton sheathed in indestructible metal. Unbreakable claws that can cut through almost anything. And a
"mutant healing factor" that can mend virtually any wound. His friends call him Logan. The X-Men call him Wolverine.
While visiting Japan, Logan is recruited to recover a stolen experimental drug, one that has the potential to be a true miracle cure for all human
disease -- or a sadistic means of enslaving the world. With every hour bringing mankind closer to tragedy, Logan embarks on a daring mission to
identify the thieves and thwart their terrifying agenda. From the back alleys of Tokyo to the smugglers' coves of Brazil, from the opulent palaces of
St. Petersburg to the war-torn villages of Africa, Logan's quest takes him from one deadly setting to the next. But his desperate last stand will test the
limits of his abilities -- and his courage -- like never before. APB $16.95

Games Related
Eberron
Heirs of Ash 02: Flight of the Dying Sun
Rich Wulf
In the sequel to The Voyage of the Mourning Dawn, Ashrem's heirs have stumbled upon clues to the missing Legacy, which vanished on the Day of
Mourning, and, despite their various motivations for finding the artifact, launch a perilous quest to find it. APB $14

Forgotten Realms
Lady Penitant 01: Sacrifice of the Widow
Lisa Smedman
A convert to the cause of the goddess Eilistrace, Halisstra Melarn ventures into the farthest depths of the Outer Planes to destroy the demon goddess
she had once served, only to be transformed into a hideous creature forced to do the evil will of her vengeful former mistress. APB $14

Sembia 01: The Halls of Stormweather
Phillip Athans
Seven authors--Ed Greenwood, Clayton Emery, Lisa Smedman, Dave Gross, Voronica Whitney-Robinson, Richard Lee Byers, and Paul Kemp-contribute sections to this seven-part novel that offers close-up portraits on the inhabitants of a remarkable city in which everything has a price and
the members of the wealthiest families will do anything to survive. APB $14

Mechwarrior
Dark Age 24: Dragon Rising
Ilsa J Bick
When several planets are left to fend for themselves, becoming pawns in a deadly game of territorial sovereignty, Katana Tormak, a warlord of
Dieron, must join forces with the Combine's coordinator to gain control of these worlds and reestablish the historic Dieron Military district.
APB $17.95

Necromunda
Outlander
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In the nightmare industrial underworld of Necromunda, brutal gangs clash in a desperate battle for survival. When a stranger comes to town, the
local gangs see a golden opportunity to put the man’s forgery skills to nefarious use. But in this nightmare world, nobody is as they seem and the
stranger is no exception. Revenge is the only thing on his mind and he’s willing to pay any price to achieve it. APB $16

Warhammer
Malus Darkblade: Warpsword
Dan Abnett & Mike Lee
Having been possessed by the ancient daemon Tz’arkan, dark elf Malus Darkblade is faned with a stark choice - recover five items of unimaginable
power within one year or forfeit his soul for ever! Darkblade's quest leads him to the dreaded city of Har Ganeth and the legendary Warpsword of
Khaine. Time is running out and as Darkblade becomes embroiled in religion and assassination, the daemon within is becoming stronger... APB $16

Von Carstein 03: Retribution
Steven Savile
The bloody conclusion to the Von Carstein Trilogy.
With Vlad and Konrad von Carstein defeated, now is the time for the most dangerous vampire count of them all to take centre stage. Strong, cunning
and resourceful, Mannfred von Carstein assembles his undead army and prepares to strike at the heart of the civilised lands. The men of the Empire
and their allies, the dwarfs, have one last chance to stop their undead foe - the desolate marshes of Hel Fenn. APB $16

Warhammer 40K
Eldar Prophecy
C S Goto
Isolated and alone, the eldar craftworld Kaelor floats through the dark reaches of space. Exacting vengeance on those who brought low his ancestors,
a youthful eldar warrior wreaks destruction across the craftworld - but can the prophecy that drives him be trusted, or are darker forces at work?
APB $16

Gaunt's Ghosts: The Founding
Dan Abnett
This compilation collects the first three Gaunt's Ghosts novels, First and only, Ghostmaker and Necropolis, in one softback volume. BPB $22

Tactica Imperialis
Dan Abnett
Many are the battle of the Imperial Guard and within these pages you will find four such campaigns of the later Imperial Crusades: from Xenos raids
to bitter civil wars and desperate city fights to the Black Crusades of Chaos. Within each campaign, through the examination of the actions of the
commanders in charge, the theatres of war and the enemies fought against are tactical lessons to be learned by the next generation of imperial
commanders. Heed the lessons of your forebears and utilise their tactics to achieve victory for the Imperium and for all mankind.
With numerous detailed maps, comprehensive description of four Imperial campaigns and illustrated throughout, Tactica Imperialis examines in
detail the tactics of the Imperial Guard and how they are deployed for war against a variety of foes and in a range of different environments and
situations. TP $60

Role Playing & Boardgames
Dragon 352 February 2007

MAG $16

d20 Dungeons & Dragons
Barrow of the Forgotten King
First in a three-part series of adventures.
The mighty statue of a forgotten king stands atop a lonely hill overlooking the town of Kingsholm. No one remembers the ancient sovereign or his
dynasty, but locals shun the graveyard on the hillside near the statue. Sinister shapes lurk among the tombstones, and evil stirs in the catacombs
below.
Barrow of the Forgotten King is a D&D adventure designed for 2nd-level characters. The first adventure in a three-part series, it can also be run as a
stand-alone adventure. It features a new and exciting combat encounter format designed to make the Dungeon Master’s job easier. TP $35

Dungeons & Dragon Player's Kit
Everything needed to leap into a D&D game!
The Dungeons & Dragons Player’s Kit is the perfect purchase for a graduate of the Basic Game, or anyone else looking to join a game of Dungeons
& Dragons. The Dungeons & Dragons Player’s Kit contains a trade paperback version of the D&D Player’s Handbook, a full set of roleplaying dice,
and a supplementary booklet that helps new players create and advance characters. This kit is a great value for new D&D players. Box Set $50

Dungeonscape
Since the dawn of the DUNGEONS & DRAGONS game, the dungeon has remained a place of mystery, excitement, and danger. Purple worms
burrow through the earth, eager for their next meal. Savage orcs lurk within the darkness, ready to surge forth and lay waste to civilized lands.
Strange cults, mutated monsters, and forgotten gods hide within the choking darkness of the dungeon's halls. Nowhere else offers greater prospects
for wealth, magic, and power. Yet the horrors that lurk beneath the world never give up their treasures without a fight....
This D&D supplement presents a refreshing new take on dungeon adventures. It shows Dungeon Masters how to inject excitement, innovation, and
thrilling adventure into their dungeons. New rules for encounter traps allow DMs to build deadly snares to catch the unwary. For players, the
factotum class is a cunning wanderer, a jack-of-all-trades who can cope with anything the dungeon throws at him. New equipment, feats, and
prestige classes give adventurers the tools they need to survive the dark beneath the earth. HC $50

d20 Eberron
Eb: Secrets of Sarlona
Secrets of Sarlona explores the continent of Sarlona for the first time. It gives players and Dungeon Masters their first real glimpse inside the empire
of Riedra, home of the Inspired and the kalashtar. It also explores the mysteries of Adar, a nation isolated from the rest of the world, and neverbefore seen locations. Secrets of Sarlona also presents new options (feats, prestige classes, spells, and magic items) available to Sarlonan characters
and characters with psionics. HC $50
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d20 Etherscope
Etherscope RPG
Etherscope is a complete OGL role playing game containing everything
you need to create a character, play an adventure, start a campaign, and explore Etherspace! HC $80

Etherscope Upload Etherpunk
This character upload is a must for any Etherscope player or GM. Update your character to the next iteration with new feats, advanced classes, and
prestige classes. Cybernaughtics boost your power and versatility, and new combat styles transform your avatar. Hundreds of new options are at your
command: which will you upload? $44

Etherscope: The Great Metropolis
This is a city on the edge of chaos -- and a city of hope, where heroes are forged from the scraps of society. Revolutionaries threaten London's rule,
tab-jammers and Scope riders flood Etherspace from ruined slums, and secret societies battle the ether demons. Can you rise to become a hero in the
city that is quintessentially Etherscope? $50

Exalted 2nd Edition
Black and White Treatise
The White Treatise and The Black Treatise are the definitive tomes of sorcery and necromancy in the Age of Sorrows. Featuring 160 pages chock
full of all the spells an Exalt might wield to exert her will over Creation, this supplement reintroduces to the new edition all the spells made popular
in Exalted First Edition, as well as introducing a number of never before seen spells reclaimed by the reborn Twilight Solar Exalted and their twisted
reflections, the Daybreak Caste Abyssals. TP $50

Orderof the Stick
Dungeon of Dorukan Boardgame
Take on the role of one of the six daring adventurers as you explore each room of the mysterious Dungeon of Dorukan in this hilarious satire of the
fantasy genre. But beware, for the evil undead sorcerer Xykon awaits you at the bottom of the dungeon, and he has nothing better to do than focus on
wiping the floor with your sorry butt. $80

Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay
Lure of the Liche Lord
This is a definitive guide to tombs in the Old World, describing one of the most dangerous tombs ever known. Are your heroes smart enough, tough
enough, and brave enough to face the dangers of the tomb? Find out in Lure of the Liche Lord. TP $50

Other Books
Books in this section are available only by request.
These are mainly non-fiction, crime, thriller, historical fiction and romance titles. Be aware we cheerfully order in any
available book for our readers, including computer texts, reference books, fiction such these listed here, etc. Maximise
your Infinitas Guild points, we are keen for the business, but note it will take a week or two for the book to arrive once
ordered for you.
Beatrix Potter Journal
This lavish, illustrated journal describes Beatrix Potter's life as a young woman in Victorian Britain as she struggles to achieve independence and to
find artistic success and romantic love. Using witty, observant commentary taken from Beatrix's own diaries, the journal moves London to Scotland
to the Lake District, and features a wealth of watercolour paintings, sketches, photographs, letters, paper-engineered items and period memorabilia to
recreate a world where nature and imagination are brilliantly combined. HC $34.95

d'artiste: Character Modeling
d'artiste: Character Modeling is the definitive 3D character tutorial book showcasing the astonishing work and technical skills of leading artists
Pascal Blanché, Francisco A. Cortina and Steven Stahlberg. Each master artist presents their character modeling techniques through a series of stepby-step tutorials from concept to creation.
d'artiste: Character Modeling is presented in sections based around each master artist. Artist sections include a personal gallery, the artist's work and
thoughts in their own words, more than 24-pages of tutorials each, and an invited artist gallery featuring 94 character modeling creations from some
of the most talented 3D character artists in the world. TP Slip Case $63

Exotique
EXOTIQUE is the leading book title devoted to showcasing the finest character creations from digital artists worldwide. EXOTIQUE presents 228
examples of exceptional character artwork by 113 artists from 37 countries presented over 192 pages of the highest quality production. In addition to
exhilarating character artwork, EXOTIQUE features the profiles of eight prominent character artists working within the digital arts community.
TP $49

Expose 2
EXPOSÉ 2 is the second edition of the industry's most recognized annual art book celebrating the creative talents of digital artists worldwide.
EXPOSÉ 1 set extremely high standards in production quality and featured artists, and won critical acclaim and numerous awards. EXPOSÉ 2
capitalizes on the phenomenal global success of its predecessor and features more of the finest digital artwork the world has ever seen. TP $59

Grand Space Opera
The format of the CG Challenge Grand Space Opera book features thirteen in-depth “making of” articles from each of the winning artists and the
runners-up, and a gallery featuring the work of 50-odd artists who received honourable mentions in the Challenge or were selected for the book.
Grand Space Opera is not only a record of the CG Challenge, but also a learning resource delving into the techniques that winning artists and
finalists used to produce their magnificent entries. The consistently high quality of entries to the Grand Space Opera Challenge also meant we needed
to add extra pages to show a representative selection of the best work entered. TP $44

Allison Brennan
Speak No Evil
The gruesome killing of eighteen-year-old Angie Vance and another young woman draws homicide detective Carina Kincaid into an uneasy alliance
with Sheriff Nick Thomas, the brother of the prime suspect in the crime and a police officer still scarred by a recent encounter with a serial killer, as
they join forces to trap a psychopath before more women die. APB $17.95
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Robert Carter
Whitemantle (Language of Stones 03)
As civil war tears the Realm apart, the sorcerer Maskull's plans to bring about a catastrophe that will rob the world of magic are coming to fruition.
The wizard Gwydion knows that the only hope for the future lies with Willand, the young man he believes to be the reincarnation of King Arthur.
But Will is beset with doubts. He is being stalked by the Dark Child, the twin from whom he was separated at birth and who now serves Maskull.
And as the magic gradually begins to fade from the world, the powers of Gwydion, his mentor and friend, seem to be fading too, leading Will to
despair that the destruction of the war will ever be halted, or Maskull ever defeated. Despite the seeming impossibility of his task, Will is not ready
to give up quite yet. With the help of his strong-minded wife, Willow, and friends as wise and generous as the loremasters Morann and Gort, Will
journeys the Realm seeking his destiny. And soon it becomes clear that only by solving the riddle of his own identity can he save the world he loves
so deeply. APB $19.99

Lee Child
Echo Burning
Hitching rides is an unreliable mode of transport. In temperatures of over a hundred degrees, you're lucky if a driver will open the door of his
airconditioned car long enough to let you slide in. That's Jack Reacher's conclusion. He's adrift in the fearsome heat of a Texas summer, and he needs
to keep moving through the wide open vastness, like a shark in the water. The last thing he's worried about is exactly who picks him up.
He never expected it to be somebody like Carmen. She's alone, driving a Cadillac. She's beautiful, young and rich. She has a little girl who is being
watched by unseen observers. And a husband who's in jail. Who will beat her senseless when he comes out. If he doesn't kill her first.
Reacher is no stranger to trouble. And at Carmen's remote ranch in Echo County there is plenty of it: lies and prejudice, hatred and murder. Reacher
can never resist a lady in distress. Her family is hostile. The cops can't be trusted. The lawyers won't help. if Reacher can't set things straight, who
can? APB $19.95

Eileen Cook
In the Stars
Posing as a psychic in order to sabotage her ex-boyfriend's new relationship, Sophie experiences more fun than she realized while mastering the
tricks of the psychic trade, an endeavor during which she struggl es to choose between her former flame and a new romance. TP $30.95

Stephen Dando-Collins
Mark Antony's Heroes: How the Third Gallica Legion Saved an Apostle and Created an Emperor HC $38.95
MaryJanice Davidson
Doing it Right
When the woman of his dreams accidentally gets him on a mobster's hit list, Dr. Jared Dean must clean up the mess before he is sleeping with the
fishes, while Kathie Wechter, a beautiful free spirit, falls for a notorious car thief being prosecuted by her brother, in this hilarious pair of novellas.
TP $28.95

Andrew Delahunty
Talking Balls
In cricket, what is a batsman up to when he farms the strike, plays an agricultural shot, or does a bit of gardening? What is a double bagel in tennis?
Or the yips in golf? What is the B of the Bang? And Row Z? And where on earth do the words deuce, dormie and doosra come from? TALKING
BALLS explains the meaning and origin of hundreds of terms and phrases currently used by those who practice sport as well as those who write
about it. The core of the book is the language used by commentators, journalists, players, managers and coaches to talk about a sport - often using
terms that lie outside the 'official' lexicon of the sport (where some of the most fanciful, creative and amusing usages can be found). TALKING
BALLS not only shows how sport shapes our language, but also allows sports buffs to look at the games that they love from a humorous and
intriguing angle. Sport is itself a metaphor, so naturally, sporting expressions become useful metaphors for the way we live. That has been the case
ever since someone was first caught on a sticky wicket. HC $39.95

Carole Nelson Douglas
Catnap (Midnight Louise Mystery)
When a dead body turns up at the American Booksellers Association convention and the Baker & Taylor mascots are catnapped, public relations
expert Temple Barr and her cat, Midnight Louie, decide to investigate. APB $17.95

Arthur Conan Doyle
Complete Sherlock Holmes

HC $69.95

Barry Eisler
Hard Rain
Trying to end his career as a hired assassin, Japanese American John Rain goes underground, only to be approached by Japanese FBI agent Tatsu to
eliminate a sociopathic killer who could tip the balance of power in Japan toward the mafia. APB $17.95

Rain Fall
A Japanese-American assassin who specializes in "natural cause" killings finds his carefully ordered world coming under siege in the wake of a
government official's murder, with which he has been falsely connected, a situation that is complicated by his attraction to the victim's daugher.
APB $17.95

Joanne Fluke
Cherry Cheesecake Murder (Hannah Swenson Mystery with Recipes)
When Main Street in Lake Eden becomes a movie set, a clever killer rewrites the script, and bakery owner Hannah Swenson, while trying to decide
which marriage proposal to accept, must sift through a cast of suspects before the film wraps with an even deadlier ending. APB $17.95

Christopher Fowler
Ten Second Detective (Bryant & May)
Just after his agoraphobic granddaughter joins the Peculiar Crimes Unit, Detective John May and his partner, Arthur Bryant, find themselves tackling
a bizarre serial killer nicknamed "The Highwayman," whose crimes are not only terrorizing the city of London, but also bear a striking similarity to
other series of murders spanning London's history. By the author of The Water Room. APB $17.95
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With every one of her romantic relationships falling apart thanks to the machinations of her scheming, noisy, and nasty dog, Doug, Lily Tyler is
stunned when her sexy new neighbor, pilot Brady Cole, decides to come up with a scheme to woo the canine, as well as Doug's pretty owner.
APB $15.95

Conn Iggulden
Wolf of the Plains (Conqueror 01)
Conn Iggulden burst onto the scene with Emperor, his series on Julius Caesar. His new novel, Wolf of the Plains, is the much anticipated beginning
of the Conqueror series on Genghis Khan and his descendants. It is a wonderful, epic story which Conn Iggulden brings brilliantly to life. 'I am the
land and the bones of the hills. I am the winter.' Temujin, the second son of the khan of the Wolves tribe, was only eleven when his father died in an
ambush.His family were thrown out of the tribe and left alone, without food or shelter, to starve to death on the harsh Mongolian plains. It was a
rough introduction to his life, to a sudden adult world, but Temujin survived, learning to combat natural and human threats. A man, a small family,
without a tribe was always at risk but he gathered other outsiders to him, creating a new tribal identity. It was during some of his worst times that the
image of uniting the warring tribes and bringing the silver people together came to him. He will become the khan of the sea of grass, Genghis.
TP $32.99

Susan Kearney
Island Heat
Living as a recluse on an exotic, private South Pacific island, former film star Shara Weston finds herself drawn to the enigmatic Cade Archer, a man
who literally fell out of the sky, unaware that Cade is on a mission to open a portal between the volcano on her island and his world, or that a ruthless
enemy has followed Cade to prevent him from fulfilling his assignment. APB $17.95

Linda Lear
Beatrix Potter: A Life in Nature
Beatrix Potter, the twentieth century's most beloved children's writer and illustrator, created books that will forever conjure nature for millions. Yet
though she is a household name around the world, her personal life and her other significant achievements remain largely unknown. This remarkable
new biography is a voyage of discovery into the story of an extraordinary woman. At a time when plunder was more popular than preservation, she
brought nature back into the English imagination. Beatrix Potter: A Life in Nature reveals a strong, humorous and independent woman, whose art
was timeless, and whose generosity left an indelible imprint on the countryside. HC $49.95

Lora Leigh
Dangerous Games
Home on leave after destroying an infamous Colombian drug cartel, Navy SEAL Clint "Iceman" McIntire finds himself in deep trouble with his best
friend's little sister, Morganna Chavez, a young woman who has been secretly working with the DEA to uncover a lucrative--and deadly--date-rape
drug conspiracy. APB $17.95

Diedre Martin
Chasing Stanley
Armed with a few tricks up her sleeve, dog trainer Delilah Gould comes to the rescue of sexy professional hockey player Jason Mitchell, who has
just been traded to the New York Blades, when his canine companion doesn't adjust well to city life. APB $19.95

Don Pendleton
Deadly Contact (Executioner 339)
When a translator for the Stony Man team stumbles upon a ten-year-old conspiracy involving a mass execution in Bosnia, Mack Bolan must scour
the highest levels of the government to bring the men who killed for money and power to justice. APB $13.95

Extreme Arsenal (Stony Man 87)
hen a mysterious enemy, using a new technology to turn El Salvador into a bastion of Fascism, goes on a bloody rampage throughout the country,
the Stony Man defense team must go up against an army of seemingly invincible killers to stop the slaughter. APB $16.95

Douglas Preston & Lincoln Child
The Cabinet of Curiosities
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Relic comes a spellbinding new novel blending adventure, science and nail–biting suspense. In
downtown Manhattan, a gruesome discovery has just been made – an underground charnel house containing the bones of dozens of murder victims.
Research reveals that a serial killer was at work in New York's notorious Five Points neighbourhood in the 1880s, bent on prolonging his lifespan by
any means. When a newspaper story on the old murders appears to ignite a new series of horrifyingly similar killings, panic overtakes the city. On
the case are FBI Special Agent Pendergast – Southern, pale, refined, unorthodox, possessed of a Holmes–like brain, and possibly the most engaging
investigator in modern popular fiction; dogged NYT reporter William Smithback, Jnr, and his erstwhile girlfriend, Dr Nora Kelly, an archaeologist at
the New York Museum of Natural History. Using every resource available, they join forces to track down the killer, before they become the next
victims. APB $19.95

Heather Pringle
The Master Plan: Himmler's Scholars and the Holocaust
Acclaimed science writer Heather Pringle uncovers the true story of the scientists and archaeologists Heinrich Himmler deployed to find proof for
his theories of a prehistoric Aryan master race. What happens when science falls prey to a political agenda? Pre-history, according to Heinrich
Himmler, must be written. Himmler, the chief of the SS and architect of the Nazi network of death camps, was obsessed with re&ndash;writing
history. He was convinced that archaeologists had long ignored the great accomplishments of ancient Germanic peoples. Himmler believed that
Germany's ancestors; the tall, blue-eyed, blond-haired Aryans; had evolved not in the savannahs of Africa with the rest of humanity, but in the icy
barrens of the Arctic. There, refined and distilled by natural selection in a bitter land, they had become an invincible master race. But some 12,000
years ago, theorized Himmler, a natural cataclysm shook the earth, decimating the scattered Aryan colonies and now, only in select parts of the
world; most notably northern Europe; did some true Aryan blood remain. Himmler's history was pure fiction, but his conviction was unshakable. In
1935 he founded the 'Ahnenerbe'; a research institute to manufacture archaeological evidence for political purposes; appointed himself president, and
set about recruiting a bizarre mix of adventurers, mystics, careerists and reputable archaeologists to help write a new chapter in the ancient history of
the Aryan race. BPB $24.99
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This anthology of medieval philosophy collects 54 readings by the most important and influential Christian, Jewish, and Muslim philosophers of the
middle ages. The readings are organized into nine thematic sections with six readings chronologically arranged. TP $170

William Shakespeare
Complete Works of William Shakespeare

HC $99.95

Maggie Shayne
Sheer Pleasure
In "Daydream Believer," a clairvoyant falls for a psychic lawman while struggling to prevent her own death; while in "Leather and Lace," an
entrepreneur transforms into a runway lingerie model much to her boss's surprise; and in "Awaiting Moonrise," a professor investigates a new animal
species only to encounter a seductive werewolf. TP $28.95

Cecelia Tishy
All in One Piece
Accepting the help of an attractive neighbor when she is clipped by a speeding car, psychic detective Reggie Cutter is shocked when the neighbor is
killed and she is counted among the suspects, in a case that forces her to apply her abilities to solve the crime and prove her innocence. By the author
of Now You See Her. APB $19.95

Boris Vallejo & Julie Bell
Fabulous Women of Boris Vallejo and Julie Bell
Boris Vallejo and Julie Bell are the world's leading fantasy artists. This work is a collection of the best of their trademark art - the female form,
including Amazonian beauties, mermaids, female warriors and more. It contains approximately 100 illustrations arranged thematically. HC $49.99

Delores J Wilson
Big Hair and Flying Cows

APB $17.95

Dean Koontz
Brother Odd
By popular demand, the story of the life and times of Odd Thomas continues. In flight from memories of his lost soul&ndash;mate Stormy
Llewellyn, Odd is one of four guests at a monastery in the High Sierra. It's December. In contrast to the sunbleached desert town of Pico Mundo
where Odd was born, icy winds and deep snow besiege the remote abbey. A white dog named Boo befriends Odd. The King of Rock 'n' Roll has
followed him there and silently serenades man and dog. But Elvis isn't the only spooky phenomenon in the place. One of the other guests is John
Heineman, world&ndash;famous physicist, who years earlier left the secular world to become a monk &ndash; but he continues his physics
experiments down in the 'corpseless catacombs' of the facility. Heineman had orginally taken to the monastic life because he found the nature of
reality, as quantum mechanics reveals it, so very weird, and so are his experiments. Added to this, bodachs are prowling the halls, and Odd knows
what that means: an event of terrible violence is pending. He begins to fear that someone intends to kill all the monks in the abbey. Odd has a knack
for finding himself in the path of trouble no matter where he goes; even among the eccentric monks in their sanctuary. Odd is about to encounter an
enemy who eclipses any he has yet encountered. TP $32.99

Jayne Ann Krentz
White Lies
Fearing that her high-level psychic abilities have irrevocably damaged her ability to have a healthy relationship, Clare Lancaster travels to California
to assist her father's business and realizes that things are not as they appear upon meeting financial consultant Jake Salter, with whom she shares an
unlikely chemistry. By the author of All Night Long. HC $51.95

Mike Morwood & Penny van Oosterzee
The Discovery of the Hobbit
When in October 2004 the prestigious science publication NATURE published the discovery of a 3-foot (1-metre) tall hominid skeleton, the world's
press went wild. Hailed as one of the most important scientific discoveries for years, the 'Hobbit', as the adult female came to be known, entered the
history books. But until now none of the members of the original archaeological team have told their story in book form. THE DISCOVERY OF
THE HOBBIT, written by the orchestrator of the dig, describes in vivid detail what the project was aiming to achieve, what it was like to stumble
across such a find, what it means for our understanding of the history of the human race and how the whole enterprise nearly collapsed under the
weight of Australia's fractious relationship with Indonesia. Featuring a bizarre island where evolution ran amok in isolation from the rest of the world
and an eerie myth that may well be grounded in truth -- not to mention the reasons why other 'hobbits' may well be alive and undiscovered elsewhere
in Indonesia, this remarkable book is an adventure story and a fascinating investigation, a moving and personal narrative and a landmark celebration
of scientific endeavour. TP $34.95

Don Pendleton
Force Lines (Super Bolan 112)
Mack Bolan takes on dangerous forces within the U.S. government itself when a mysterious cadre of powerful spooks unleashes a horrific series of
atrocities as part of a conspiracy that they believe can never be traced back to them. APB $16.95

Tropic Blast (Executioner 337)
Ordered to end the brutal reign of a power-hungry Colombian drug lord, Mack Bolan, along with a Texas Ranger, infiltrates the war zone between
right-wing political terrorists and drug barons where he will do anything to take down his enemies. APB $13.95

Nuclear Reaction (Executioner 338)
Mack Bolan ventures deep into the perilous backcountry of Pakistan in search of a deadly cache of suitcase nuclear devices that are being developed
as part of a conspiracy to destroy nearby India. APB $13.95

Oceans of Fire (Stony Man 86)
The Stony Man team must recapture stolen Russian nukes during a deadly mission that leads them to the Russian mafiya, Afghan warlords, and an
enigmatic German corporate magnate whose thirst for vengeance endangers the eastern seaboard of America. APB $16.95

Edward Rutherfurd
Rebels of Ireland (Ireland 02)
The sequel to The Princes of Ireland follows the lives and destinies of several Dublin families, both Catholic and Protestant, from all strata of
society, from the sixteenth-century colonization of Ireland by the English under Elizabeth I to the founding of the Irish free state in 1922. HC $58
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The Politically Incorrect Guide to Islam (And the Crusades)
Presents a critical analysis of the differences between Christianity and Islam and maintains that Islam contains a political agenda which endorses
violence and aggression against non-Muslims. PB $40.95

Dana Stabenow
A Deeper Sleep (Kate Shugak)
PI Kate Shugak has been working on a case for the Anchorage DA involving the murder of a woman by her husband.
Louis Deem has been the subject of investigations before, and he's never been convicted. But Kate and state trooper Jim Chopin are convinced that
this time he'll be punished for his actions. When he's found not guilty, Kate and Jim and the rest of Nilniltna, Alaska, are certain that a man has
gotten away with murder and that it's only a matter of time before he tries again.
Sure enough, a few weeks later a woman and her son are shot, the victims of an apparent robbery. But this time, Kate and Jim have a witness. Deem
won't get away again. Or will he? HC $51.95

Blindfold Game
In Thailand, a bomb destroys a tourist spot while two North Korean terrorists casually walk away from the site to plan the next phase of their plot
against the United States.
In Washington, CIA analyst Hugh Rincon catches the chatter about something big being planned along the Pacific rim, and his best agent says its
linked to the Thailand blast. Now Hugh is beginning to connect the dots between missing radioactive material, a SCUD missile sold on the black
market, and a Russian ship sailing toward the Alaskan coast... But the Administration refuses to heed his warning.
In the Bering Sea, Coast Guard cutter Sojourner Truth is on routine patrol. On board is Hugh's estranged wife, executive officer Sara Lange. Sara and
her ship are Hugh's only hope for stopping the terrorists... if she's willing to believe her ex-husband's story and risk her own career – and her crew's
lives – to hunt down a death ship... APB $17.95

Jack Whyte
The Eagle (Camulod)
Beginning with The Skystone, the first in his riveting Camulod Chronicles, Jack Whyte has embarked on an ambitious and remarkable re-telling of
the Arthurian cycle, giving us a fresh and compelling take on a story that has been beloved for centuries.
The Eagle brings us at last to the heart of the tale, the creation of fabled Camelot and the love story that enshrined its glory. Whyte takes us into the
minds and lives of Arthur, Guinevere, and Lancelot, three astonishing but fallible people who were bound together by honour, loyalty, and love.
Three who created the glory that was Britain's shining dream... And, some say, caused its downfall.
The Gaulish nobleman Clothar – known in our time as Lancelot – is drawn to the young High King's court by tales of honour and nobility, where he
meets a man whose love of law matches his own. More, he finds in Arthur a life-long friend whose dream of uniting the people of Britain in peace
Clothar embraces. And Clothar meets Arthur's queen, a wondrous beauty whose passion and ideals match her husband's. Together they work to bring
Arthur's dream to life.
But dark forces rise in opposition to Arthur's plans for creating this noble island nation, and it is hard to tell friend from foe in the swirling chaos that
ensues. HC $56.95
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